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Above: The footb
all team runs ou
t on the field be
fore the Cortaca
 Jug game Satur
day at Butterfiel
d 
Stadium. The Bo
mbers defeated
 SUNY-Cortland 
to finish their se
ason with a 7–3
 record.
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t, equipment M
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r ryan Clarke e
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brace after clinc
hing the victory 
in the 51st annu
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n Saturday at Bu
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.
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Above: From left
, SUNY-Cortland 
junior defensive 
backs Chris han
lon and Joe Lope
z and junior lineb
acker James Len
hart try to take d
own junior run-
ning back dan r
uggiero during th
e Cortaca Jug ga
me Saturday at B
utterfield Stadium
. The squad hasn
’t lost the annua
l game at home 
since 2005.
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Below: ithaca an
d Cortland fans p
ack into the stan
ds Saturday duri
ng the 51st annu
al Cortaca Jug at
 Butterfield Stad
ium. The stadium
 holds a capac-
ity of about 5,00
0 fans, but more
 than 9,000 ticke
ts were sold for S
aturday’s game. 
Butterfield held a
 record of 12,62
0 fans at the 20
01 Cortaca Jug.
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right: ithaca fa
ns go shirt-
less and cheer 
on the Blue 
and Gold on Sat
urday at But-
terfield Stadium
 during the 
Cortaca Jug. 
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Below: SUNY-Co
rtland sopho-
more defensive
 back d.J. 
romano takes o
ut freshman 
wide receiever J
oseph ingrao 
in the Bombers’
 win Saturday 
at Butterfield St
adium.
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In a hard-fought batt
le for the 51st annual
 Cortaca Jug,  
the football team cap
tured its third-straigh
t victory Saturday 
over archrival SUNY
-Cortland at Butterfie
ld Stadium.
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Rochon holds 
meetings with 
college faculty
by Jacqueline Palochko 
News editor
President Tom Rochon held all-
college faculty meetings Monday 
and Tuesday to discuss the future 
of Ithaca College. 
Rochon said about 100 faculty 
members showed up between the 
two meetings, which are held every 
semester. Though 
he said he would 
have liked to see 
more faculty, the 
low turnout was a 
good thing. 
“Realistical ly, 
the low turnout 
shows that faculty 
aren’t deeply un-
happy,” he said. 
Rochon, along 
with Kathleen 
Rountree, provost and vice presi-
dent of academic affairs; Carl 
Sgrecci, vice president of finance 
and administration; and Eric Ma-
guire, vice president of enrollment 
management, fielded questions 
concerning faculty governance, 
the status of the integrated curric-
ulum IC2 and the 2010-11 budget 
and enrollment process.
The three topics were chosen be-
cause Rochon said those were issues 
faculty were interested in. 
The media were barred from at-
tending the meeting, but Rochon and 
other participants discussed the meet-
ing with The Ithacan afterwards.
Rochon said IC2 is funded and 
on its way to being completed. Con-
cerning faculty governance, Rochon 
said he would like to see more facul-
ty and administration collaboration. 
Faculty who were not able to 
make the 3 p.m. meeting Monday 
had the opportunity to attend the 
noon-hour meeting Tuesday. The 
president spoke for about 25 min-
utes and then opened the rest of the 
hour-long meeting up to discussion. 
Rochon said most of the ques-
tions from faculty members were 
about the college’s target enrollment 
in the next few years. 
Rochon emphasized that enroll-
ment demographics are changing 
and the predicted smaller number of 
high school graduates in the next 15 
years may affect the college. 
“We need to attract prospective 
students so not to become a smaller 
college,” he said. 
Maguire said though the ad-
ministration is concerned with the 
changing demographics, the college 
will be prepared. 
“We’re working on strategies to 
increase applications in the upcom-
ing years,” he said. 
Rochon said faculty members 
discussed how the college should 
be more receptive to transfer stu-
dents in an effort to keep first-year 
enrollment steady. 
Emilie Wiesner, assistant pro-
fessor of math, said she decided 
See fAculty, page 4
by kaydi Poirier 
staff writer
It’s a busy Monday afternoon in 
September for Cornell University 
sophomore Zach Biegun. As a fiber 
science and apparel design major, he 
is logging hours in a design studio in 
Martha Van Rensselaer Hall. Soon 
he will take a break to grab dinner 
with a friend, and later he will call 
it a night. But for Biegun, this prob-
ably means pitching a tent in Cayuga 
Heights or sleeping in his car.
This was Biegun’s nightly rou-
tine for much of this fall because 
he chose to forego a solid place to 
call home in favor of finishing his 
degree. He is now staying with a 
Cornell professor rent-free, but only 
until the end of the semester.
 “I could afford to pay rent theo-
retically, but I would have no extra 
money for anything, so it’s a trade-
off at a certain point,” he said.
John Ward, director of homeless 
services for the Tompkins County 
chapter of the American Red Cross, 
said about four or five college students 
rely on its shelter program each year 
but no one is at the shelter right now. 
Students without parental fi-
nancial support must meet spe-
cific requirements to receive 
financial aid.
See housing, page 4
Without Students make difficult 
choices when financial 
aid is not enough
Candidates for business school dean present visions
by lauren barber 
staff writer
The search for the new School of Business dean 
is coming to a close now that all three final can-
didates have presented their visions to students, 
faculty and staff. 
The candidates are Mary Ellen Zuckerman, Su-
san McTiernan and Robert Pitts, who all visited the 
college in the last few weeks to promote their indi-
vidual ideas for the business school.
The search for a new dean began after former 
dean Susan Engelkemeyer resigned at the end of 
the last academic year to accept an offer to be-
come dean of the Charlton College of Business 
at the University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth. 
Engelkemeyer had served as dean since 2005. 
Each of the three final candidates visited cam-
pus for two days and gave a formal hour-long 
presentation in front of students, faculty and staff 
in the Hockett Family Recital Hall in the Whalen 
Center for Music. Each had the opportunity 
to promote their ideas to the audience, answer 
questions and visit with audience members dur-
ing a brief reception following the presentation.
“The three finalists we have are all exception-
ally qualified business professionals and admin-
istrators,” Greg Woodward, dean of the music 
school and search committee chair, said.
Woodward said a new business dean will be 
in place by July. 
The first candidate, Zuckerman, gave her pre-
sentation on Nov. 3. Zuckerman served as dean 
and professor in the School of Business at SUNY-
Geneseo and currently holds the title of distin-
guished service professor. She oversaw the creation 
of a Master of Accounting program and led the 
School of Business throughout AACSB-Interna-
tional accreditation at the same institution. She 
also served as visiting associate professor at McGill 
University from 1990-91. 
rochon said 
he looks forward 
to more faculty 
meetings. 
The candidates for the business school dean from left, Robert Pitts on Monday, Susan McTiernan on 
Friday and Mary Ellen Zuckerman on Nov. 3.  
DESigN by ChRiS CaRloN. FRoM lEFT, JakE liFSChulTZ, SabiNa Cao aND WilliaM RoChElEau/ThE iThaCaN
a home
Cornell university sophomore Zach biegun sits in his car Tuesday morning at Cornell. biegun lived in his car when he could not afford housing. 
alliSoN uSavagE/ThE iThaCaN
See deAn, page 4
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19 thursday
Pilgrim Jam, sponsored by IC 
Stand-Up, will be held from  
7:30 to 9 p.m. in IC Square.
Biology Seminar will be held at 
4 p.m. in the Center for Natural 
Sciences Room 112.
Effective Listening and Time 
Management, sponsored by 
Academic Enrichment Ser-
vices, will be held from 6:30 
to 8 p.m. in Towers Concourse 
Room 110. 
20 Friday
Shabbat Services will begin 
at 6 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Shabbat Dinner will begin at 
7:15 p.m. in Terrace Dining Hall. 
Alzheimer’s 101, a family 
caregiving workshop, will be 
held from noon to 1:30 p.m. 
at 615 Willow Ave.
21 sunday
Catholic Mass will be held at 
1 and 9 p.m. in Muller Chapel.
30 Monday
“Boy’s Life,” sponsored by IC 
Players, will be held from  
8 to 11 p.m. in Clark Lounge.
Achieving Student Success: 
Life and Self-Management 
Strategies, sponsored by 
Academic Enrichment Services, 
will be held from 6 to 7 p.m.  
in Towers Concourse Room 110.
1 tuEsday
Relay for Life 2010 Kickoff, 
sponsored by Colleges Against 
Cancer, will be held from 7 to  
9 p.m. in IC Square.
Out of the Closet and Onto 
the Screen Film Series, spon-
sored by Student Affairs and 
Campus Life, will be held from 
7 to 8:30 p.m. in Textor 101.
Faculty Council meeting 
will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. in 
Clark Lounge.
To NYC and Back, a presenta-
tion of editors’ advice spon-
sored by Ed2010, will be held at 
7 p.m. in Williams Room 211.
add your EvEnt
Drop events for “This Week” in 
the marked box in The Ithacan 
office, or e-mail Assistant 
News Editor Leah Tedesco  
at ltedesc1@ithaca.edu by  
5 p.m. Monday.
CorrECtions
It is The Ithacan’s policy to 
correct all errors of fact.  
Please contact Assistant 
News Editor Ashley May 
at 274-3207.
Copy Editors
Marianne Dabir, Sara Friedman, 
Kelsey Fowler, Heather Karschner, 
Margaret Moran, Mary Kate Mur-
phy, Lily Oberman, Carly Sitzer, 
Carly Smith and Erica Whiteside. 
dEsign
Michelle Barrie, Chris Car-
lon, Sarah Berger, Conor 
Harrington, Jamie Hom and 
Rebecca Hotaling.  
Obama may send more US troops
NATO said it’s waiting for President Barack 
Obama’s decision on additional troops for 
Afghanistan before it holds a conference on 
pledging reinforcements.
The alliance holds regular meetings to raise 
troops and other resources for all its opera-
tions. The next one is scheduled for Monday.
But NATO spokesman James Appathurai 
said that meeting will now be split into two 
parts. On Monday, allied nations will com-
mit units for NATO’s force in Kosovo, the 
alliance’s anti-piracy patrols off Somalia and 
other missions.
 Appathurai said the talks dealing with 
additional forces for Afghanistan has been 
moved to December “in order to take account 
ongoing developments.” No date has been set. 
Construction waits on tax credit
Construction of new homes unexpectedly 
plunged last month as builders waited to see 
whether lawmakers would extend a tax credit 
for homebuyers.
The results underscore how much the housing 
market has been relying on government support for 
its fledgling recovery. The tax credit of up to $8,000 
for first-time owners was due to expire on Nov. 30, 
but Congress voted to extend it earlier this month 
and expand it to more buyers after intense pressure 
from real estate agents and homebuilders.
A strong housing market is needed to support a 
broad economic recovery.
The Commerce Department said yesterday that 
construction of new homes and apartments fell 10.6 
percent in October to a seasonally adjusted annual 
rate of 529,000 from an upwardly revised 592,000 in 
September. Economists polled by Thomson Reuters 
expected a pace of 600,000.
Gaza charity to fund Israeli abduction
 A Gaza charity, headed by the interior 
minister of the militant Hamas group, yesterday 
offered $1.4 million to any Arab citizen of Israel 
who abducts a soldier.
Palestinians have frequently called on Israeli 
Arabs to abduct Israeli soldiers, but this is the 
first time that money has been offered.
The Waad group from Gaza offered the boun-
ty for Israeli soldiers in an e-mail sent to Pales-
tinian media. The organization, which supports 
Palestinian prisoners held by Israel, is headed by 
Hamas’ Interior Minister Fathi Hamad. The min-
ister did not return messages seeking comment.
The charity could presumably raise the cash 
through its connections with Hamas. The mili-
tant group is thought to have millions of dollars 
at its disposal, both through its tight control of 
Gaza and support from Iran and other allies. 
Waad’s director, Usama Kahlout, said the 
bounty was in response to an Israeli group’s of-
fer to pay Gaza residents for information on 
the whereabouts of Sgt. Gilad Shalit, an Israeli 
soldier captured more than three years ago by 
Hamas-allied militants.
Food agency fails hunger mission
The head of a U.N. food agency expressed regret 
yesterday that an anti-hunger summit failed to re-
sult in precise promises of funding, and critics said 
the meeting had only thrown crumbs to the world’s 
1 billion people without enough to eat.
The three-day summit at the U.N. Food and Ag-
riculture Organization headquarters in Rome ended 
with little new headway in efforts for a new strategy 
to help farmers in poor countries produce enough 
to feed their people.
The summit was quickly labeled a failure at the 
outset Monday when delegates from 192 nations 
rejected U.N. appeals to commit themselves to $44 
billion annually in agricultural development aid.
US ship hijacked again by pirates
 Somali pirates attacked the Maersk Alabama 
yesterday for the second time in seven months, 
though private guards on board the U.S.-flagged 
ship repelled the attack with gunfire and a high-
decibel noise device.
A U.S. surveillance plane was monitoring the 
ship as it continued to its destination on the Ke-
nyan coast when a pirate said that the captain of 
a ship hijacked Monday with 28 North Korean 
crew members on board had died of wounds.
Pirates hijacked the Maersk Alabama last 
April and took ship captain Richard Phillips 
hostage, holding him at gunpoint in a lifeboat 
for five days. Navy SEAL sharpshooters freed 
Phillips while killing three pirates in a daring 
nighttime attack.
Four suspected pirates in a skiff attacked the 
ship again on Tuesday around 6:30 a.m. local 
time, firing on the ship with automatic weapons 
from about 300 yards away — a statement from 
the U.S. 5th Fleet in Bahrain said.
SOURCE: Associated Press
Career Services to host 
job and internship fairs
Career Services is sponsoring 
“Four Career Fairs + Four Cities = 
Over 200 Jobs and Internships,” as 
a part of the Career and Internship 
Connection 2010. 
Currently, 146 employers, compa-
nies and nonprofit organizations will 
be at the fairs. CIC fairs will be held 
in Washington on Jan. 4, Los Angeles 
on Jan. 5, New York City on Jan. 6 or 
Boston on Jan. 7.
The deadline for the pre-sched-
uled interviews is Nov. 30. The 
Chicago event is postponed, but 
students can apply for jobs listed on 
the CIC Web site. 
For more information, a list of 
employers or to apply for interviews 
visit http://cic.experience.com. 
Historian on drug trade 
to discuss cocaine history
Historian Paul Gootenberg will 
give a free, public talk today on the 
long-term relationship between the 
United States and the drug war in 
the Andes mountain range.
Gootenberg will present “The Pre-
Colombian Origins of Drug Traffick-
ing in the Americas: Illicit Cocaine, 
1945–1973” at 6 p.m. in Textor 101.
Gootenberg is a professor of his-
tory at Stony Brook University and 
the author of “Andean Cocaine: The 
Making of a Global Drug.”
Gootenberg claims the “war on 
drugs” has created a global problem 
from previous local trades in coca leaf 
and a boom in medicinal cocaine at 
the turn of the last century.
His talk is sponsored by the Mar-
jorie Fortunoff Mayrock Lecture 
Series in History.
Area schools receive
H1N1 vaccine for children
The Tompkins County Health De-
partment has begun in-school H1N1 
flu vaccination clinics. The next clin-
ic is scheduled for today at Groton 
Elementary School and is free.
The health department’s school 
clinics are only for children.  
Additional clinics will be sched-
uled as vaccines become available. 
The vaccines are being provided by 
the health department and the fed-
eral Centers for Disease Control.
However, flu vaccination clinics 
for the general public are not being 
planned until the school-based clin-
ics are complete.
Cornell student to speak
about Asian marriage 
Hyunok Lee, a student in the de-
partment of development sociology 
at Cornell University, will speak as 
a part of the Southeast Asia Pro-
gram Brown Bag Lecture Series, 
“The Emergence of Asian regional 
marriage market and commercial 
matchmaking industry: the case be-
tween Korea and Vietnam.”
The public lecture will be held 
from noon to 1 p.m. today at the 
Kahin Center at Cornell University. 
The talk will discuss the emer-
gence of Asian regional marriage 
market and commercial match-
making industry with the case of 
cross-border marriage between 
Korea and Vietnam. 
For more information, contact 
Andrew Johnson at 216-5550.
Professor of media arts
to teach in Singapore 
Patricia Zimmermann, profes-
sor of cinema, photography and 
media arts, will spend the first six 
months of 2010 in Singapore as the 
Shaw Foundation Professor at the 
Wee Kim Wee School of Commu-
nication and Information at Nan-
yang Technological University. 
The Wee Kim Wee School is a 
research institution dedicated to 
advancing knowledge and serving 
society by educating and nurtur-
ing communication information 
professionals and academics. The 
school is also one of the largest 
communication schools in Asia.
Zimmermann is also the co-di-
rector of the college’s Finger Lakes 
Environmental Film Festival.
Tompkins County hearing
to address gas drilling
A public hearing will be held 
today to discuss natural gas drilling 
in Tompkins County.
The hearing, which will address 
Supplemental Generic Environmental 
Impact Statement — the state’s plan to 
regulate drilling for natural gas, will be 
held from 7 to 9 p.m. at Ithaca’s State 
Theatre, 107 W. State St. Doors will 
open at 6 p.m. 
Those who wish to speak must 
sign in and will be called in the or-
der registered. There will be a three-
minute time limit on oral state-
ments, which may be supplemented 
with written comments.
The Tompkins County Council 
of Governments will forward all 
comments, both oral and written, 
to the New York State Department 
of Environmental Conservation.
The DEC document is available 
online at http://www.dec.ny.gov.
Nation&World
College&City
Preserving tradition
Yeomen of the Guard pick up their lamps yesterday, as they prepare to conduct a ceremonial search at 
the House of Lords in London, before the state opening of Parliament. The search dates back to 1605, 
when Guy Fawkes was arrested with a store of gunpowder, with which he planned to blow up Parliament.
Dan KiTwooD/associaTeD Press
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By Jessica Dillon 
Staff Writer
This semester, there have been 12 on-cam-
pus fires, according to Investigator Tom Dunn.
The Offices of Public Safety and Residen-
tial Life are working together to take new mea-
sures to prevent any more from happening. 
According to Dunn, of the 12 fires this year, 
eight of them were caused by the burning of 
recycle bins and trash in dumpsters. He said 
Public Safety typically sees about two fires a 
semester. He said Public Safety suspects this 
semester’s fires may have been arson. 
The most recent fire occurred Nov. 9 outside 
Emerson Hall. All of the other fires occurred in 
the Lower Quads’ dumpsters. 
Public Safety met with Residential Life last 
week to decide to move the dumpsters away 
from the dorms. 
Dunn said Public Safety suspects that ciga-
rettes have been thrown in the dumpsters — 
accidentally or intentionally — resulting in 
the fires. 
“We have suspicions that it’s possibly an 
arson, but we haven’t concluded that,” he said.
Students have started a Facebook group called 
“Ithaca College Action Against Arson” to discuss 
concerns on how the fires were started.
Dunn said Public Safety is aware of the 
group but would not comment on the group. 
He said people have a First Amendment right 
to express their opinions and does not want to 
encourage or discourage that. Dunn declined 
to comment if Public Safety is looking at the 
Facebook group for possible clues. 
“Public Safety takes this very seriously, and 
we’re investigating it to the best of our abilities to 
try to determine who is responsible, but we don’t 
have a professional comment on that,” he said.
Dunn said Public Safety could not comment 
further because it is an open investigation 
and they do not want to give any information 
that may help the person who may be starting 
these fires.
“I don’t want to get into the details of why 
we made that determination because  I don’t 
want to give an advantage to the person who is 
responsible or might be responsible for those 
instances,” Dunn said.
Tim Ryan, manager of Environmental 
Health and Safety, said Public Safety will meet 
again with Residential Life soon to finalize the 
plans for designated smoking areas on campus 
away from dumpsters, something Public Safety 
hopes will prevent more fires from happening.
Zach Newswanger, assistant director of 
operations for Residential Life, said New York 
state law says a person must be 25 feet from 
a building to smoke, but Ithaca College does 
not have its own policy. He said smoking ar-
eas will not only be designated as precaution-
ary measures against fires, but also because 
Residential Life has received complaints about 
secondhand smoke since the beginning of 
the semester.
Newswanger said having designated smok-
ing areas gives people the ability to be more 
courteous because they can ask a smoker to 
move away from the building and go to a cer-
tain place, whereas before they had nowhere 
specific to tell smokers to go.
“It gives you one more step because 
otherwise you’re just telling someone not 
to do it there, and you don’t necessarily 
have a response to ‘Well, where can I go?’” 
Newswanger said.
The Office of Environmental Health 
and Safety also made posters for Residen-
tial Life providing information on prevent-
ing and extinguishing fires and health and 
safety policies.
Ryan said there will be central dumpster lo-
cations farther away from the dorms that will 
have fences around them to keep trash from 
blowing away, but they may not be secured. He 
said garbage collection times will also change. 
The Lower Quads will be the last collection 
spot for the day as a preventative measure.    
“It will be their last pickup of the day as 
opposed to leaving the receptacles full of 
contents overnight, so they’re fairly empty 
through the night,” Ryan said.
Dunn said Public Safety is working with 
Residential Life to come up with an educa-
tional approach to raise awareness about fire 
safety and when to call Public Safety. 
“[We are] working through Residential Life 
to warn people, if you see your friend outside 
smoking, you could report that to Public Safe-
ty because they might be either a witness or 
unknowingly observing someone doing some-
thing suspicious,” he said.
Sophomore Allison Kwasnik, a smoker, said 
she does not believe moving the dumpsters will 
make a big difference in preventing fires be-
cause most people throw cigarette butts on the 
ground. She said if there were more areas to dis-
pose of them, this would not be a big issue. 
“If the fires are being started by cigarettes — 
by people putting them out in the dumpsters — 
then they should look into getting more areas to 
actually dispose of the cigarettes so people don’t 
feel like they have to just throw them in the gar-
bage or on the ground,” she said.
By linDsey HollenBaugH 
editor in chief
Ithaca College employees have 
three more days to re-enroll and 
choose their health care benefits 
package for the upcoming year.
Full-time employees who buy 
into the college’s health insurance, 
Aetna, will have two different op-
tions to choose from: the High De-
ductible Health Plan and the Open 
Access POS II Plan. Though there 
was no increase in premiums, de-
ductibles and co-pays for nongener-
ic prescriptions were raised.
Mark Coldren, associate vice 
president of the human resources 
department, said the college’s goal 
was not to increase premiums that 
employees would have to pay, es-
pecially since salary raises were not 
given this year.
He said by adjusting the de-
ductibles and the co-pays for pre-
scriptions, the premiums were able 
to remain the same and even drop 
slightly in the High Deductible plan.
In the Open Access plan, de-
ductibles for an individual plan 
were raised from $100 to $150, and 
deductibles for the family plan were 
raised from $300 to $450. For the 
High Deductible plan, the deduct-
ible for employee-only coverage is 
$1,250 and $2,500 for employee and 
dependent coverage. 
Coldren said to make the High 
Deductible plan more attractive 
the college will be contributing to 
a Health Savings Account that will 
roll over from year to year. The col-
lege will contribute $1,000 for an em-
ployee plan and $1,500 for employee 
and dependent coverage. This means 
an individual with the High Deduct-
ible plan will only have to pay $250 to 
meet the deductible — the rest will 
come from the college’s contribution, 
Coldren said.
Cheryl Freer, director of employ-
ee benefits and work life, said the 
deductible is waived for any services 
that are considered to be preventive 
in nature. 
But she said the member would 
have to meet the deductible for any-
thing that does not meet the pre-
ventative threshold before the plan 
started to pay anything.
Coldren said the co-pay 
for prescriptions changed 
from $10/$15/$20 last year to 
$10/$30/$50. He said the col-
lege’s goal is to have more people 
use generic when it is appropri-
ate and available. 
In the re-enrollment pamphlet 
given to employees to help them 
make their decision, the college 
points out that the current percent-
age split in benefits — 83 percent 
from the college and 17 percent 
from the employee — is “not a sus-
tainable strategy” and that begin-
ning next year it will be “necessary” 
to adjust the college’s subsidy level.
Coldren said he didn’t know 
yet what the changes in the col-
lege’s subsidy will be.
Ellen Diffenderfer, manager of fa-
cilities and portable equipment in the 
Roy H. Park School of Communica-
tions, said it is good that the premi-
ums are not going up, but the chang-
es in deductibles will be difficult.
“It’s one thing to raise your deduct-
ible and decrease what the college is 
going to contribute to us buying our 
insurance, but to do it at the same 
time you’re not going to give your staff 
and faculty pay increases is a double 
whammy,” she said.
College takes actions to prevent campus fires Re-enrollment 
for health care 
ends Sunday
By Briana PaDilla 
Staff Writer 
More than 1,000 signatures from 
faculty, staff and students at Ithaca 
College will be collected and sent to 
representatives in Washington, D.C., 
to raise awareness and help stop geno-
cides in the world. 
This December, STAND: A Stu-
dent Anti-Genocide Coalition, will 
be taking part in Pledge2Protect, a 
nationwide grassroots movement 
geared toward raising awareness 
about genocide prevention.
During the weeklong event 
from Dec. 1 to Dec. 7, mem-
bers of the group will be work-
ing to get 1,000 signatures on a 
pledge, signifying the campus 
community is aware of geno-
cide as a national issue and 
support prevention.
Junior Sarah Burleson, treasurer 
of STAND, said the signatures at the 
college will become a part of a much 
larger movement. 
 “We’re getting everyone to-
gether and showing that we are 
united in this thinking and we 
want something to be done about 
it,” she said.
The pledge will be the first 
event, besides a trivia night ear-
lier in the year, for STAND this 
semester. Junior Rachel Merkin, 
co-president of STAND, said the 
student group was reorganizing 
and did not have much time to 
plan events. But later in Decem-
ber, the organization will join 
with other human right groups 
on campus for IC Justice Night, 
an event featuring performers and 
groups discussing human rights. 
Merkin said the goal of collect-
ing pledges isn’t to gain support of 
a particular bill but is to inform the 
college community about the atroc-
ities happening around the world.  
“It’s really to raise awareness and 
make noise in the political commu-
nity and to try to raise awareness of 
the conflicts on campus,” she said. 
“We’re trying to access as many 
students in the campus community 
as possible.” 
As the first event of its kind for the 
organization, the college’s STAND 
chapter has set its goal at 1,000 be-
cause it would show that almost one 
sixth of the student body had par-
ticipated, Merkin said. In order to 
achieve its goal, the organization is 
relying on grassroots activism. 
“We have never done anything 
like this before, but we’re all really 
excited because the genocide pre-
vention movement is a grassroots 
movement,” she said. “It all just 
started out of ordinary people [be-
coming active].”
David Turkon, assistant professor 
of anthropology, said STAND is trying 
to encourage people to act to prevent 
genocides in Darfur and Burma. 
“This is something we should all 
be concerned about,” he said. “This 
stuff happens, and it becomes nor-
malized [when] we should be ap-
palled every time it happens”
Merkin said she hopes the event 
will help the college community 
think of ways to help end genocides. 
“People [on campus] are aware 
of what’s going on,” she said. “We’re 
a pretty politically active and aware 
community, but I think that stu-
dents need to be more engaged in 
ending [genocide].”
STAND’s goal for this event is to 
inspire action through education on 
a local level. 
“Our hope is a spark of action,” 
Merkin said. “Education is a cause 
for action because if you don’t know 
what’s going on, you’re not going to 
try to stop it. If we can raise the level 
of awareness and education then … 
the logical next step would be to 
raise the action on campus.”
Pledge to help end violence
Public Safety suspects arson may have been the cause of the Nov. 9 fire outside Emerson Hall. This 
semester, there have been 12 on-campus fires and eight resulting from burning trash in dumpsters.
ElizabETH SilE/THE iTHacaN
Then-freshman Daniel Sitts, co-president of STaND, attends an event 
last april in Textor 101 that discussed violence in burma. 
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Larry Chambers, director of 
student financial services at Ithaca 
College, said that in order to file the 
Free Application for Federal Stu-
dent Aid — the form that students 
file every year to determine the 
amount of financial aid they will re-
ceive — as an independent for the 
2009-10 aid year, a student must be 
24 years old as of Jan. 1, 2009.
Students who are married, 
graduate or professional students, 
veterans, members of the armed 
forces, orphans, have legal depen-
dents other than a spouse or are 
wards of the court are also con-
sidered independent by the U.S. 
Department of Education. They do 
not provide their parents’ financial 
information on the FAFSA.
Biegun turned 24 in April, just 
a few months past the deadline. 
Cornell’s Office of Financial Aid 
granted an appeal he filed at the 
beginning of this semester and now 
considers him independent. But 
the FAFSA still considers him de-
pendent for this aid year.
Chambers said dependent stu-
dents at Ithaca College could go 
through a similar process. The fi-
nancial aid office looks at their situ-
ations on a case-by-case basis. 
“Typically, we are looking for 
reasons beyond matters of fam-
ily choice that would preclude the 
parents from meeting their respon-
sibilities to help provide for their 
child’s education,” he said.
This includes demonstrated 
abuse, alcohol- or drug-related issues 
— confirmed by a third party — that 
caused students to live on their own. 
This year, six students at the college 
were granted independent status 
through this process.
Biegun’s financial aid package 
consists of a combination of grants 
and loans that cover his tuition — 
$37,750 per year — but not hous-
ing. Campus housing at Cornell 
ranges from $3,840 per year for a 
double in cooperative housing to 
$8,710 per year for a single.
Pete Myers of the Tompkins 
County Workers’ Center said that 
according to living wage figures 
for the county provided by the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban 
Development, the average monthly 
rent for a studio apartment is $741 
and $763 per month for a one-bed-
room apartment.
Biegun said once he started tent-
ing out at night, he began to hear 
about other people. One was the 
self-proclaimed “Bobst Boy,” New 
York University alumnus Steven 
Stanzak, who spent eight months 
sleeping in the university’s Bobst 
Library in 2004. NYU officials pro-
vided Stanzak with free campus 
housing for the rest of the semester 
after finding out he was homeless.
The administration at SUNY-
Buffalo is not able to do the same 
for Brian Borncamp, a homeless 
part-time student, said Colleen 
Connolly, student support coordi-
nator for the university.
For most of last summer, Born-
camp lived out of an 8-by-10 foot 
cabin he built in the woods on 
the university’s North Campus in 
Amherst, N.Y. 
“I realized I was running out of 
money, and I had to cut something 
out,” he said. 
Campus police discovered Born-
camp on multiple occasions, and 
referred him to Connolly in July. 
Borncamp, who would be con-
sidered a dependent at 21 years old, 
has never filed a FAFSA because he 
said he does not have the necessary 
parent information. Therefore he 
cannot receive any federal, state or 
institutional aid. Without a credit 
history or a cosigner, Borncamp 
cannot take out private loans.
SUNY Buffalo’s financial aid 
office also has a system in place to 
override a student’s dependent sta-
tus on the FAFSA. Borncamp has 
not gone through this process.
Connolly said while SUNY-Buf-
falo does not keep specific data on 
the number of homeless students 
at the university, Borncamp’s living 
situation is not unusual.
“Counseling services has report-
ed there are many students in simi-
lar situations,” she said. “They just go 
about their daily life struggling.”
In light of the economic crisis, 
President Tom Rochon earmarked 
a small amount of funding — about 
$60,000 — for Student Financial Ser-
vices to administer to students with 
unusual circumstances who have ex-
hausted all other means of aid but still 
have unmet needs. The President’s 
Assistance Grant was available for 
the first time for 2008-09, and again 
for 2009-10. The largest award given 
to a student last year was $3,500.
Since he was banned from the 
woods in August, Borncamp said 
he finds random places to sleep on 
campus where he knows he won’t 
be bothered. He said figuring out 
where to crash each night is some-
times a day-to-day task.
“I don’t want to say it’s easy, and 
sometimes it’s kind of a drag,” he 
said. “But the more you keep doing 
it, the more adept you get at it.”
Students find alternative housing
Next business school dean 
to be in place by July 2010
Brian Borncamp, a SUNY-Buffalo student, stands in the framework of his cabin in August in Amherst, N.Y. 
Borncamp, who could not afford housing, built a cabin to live in while attending school.  
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Faculty discuss 
future of college 
with president
Housing 
from page 1
to attend the meeting Tuesday afternoon 
because she was curious about the future 
of enrollment. She said at the meeting, 
she learned that other schools were go-
ing through the same issues because of the 
shifting demographics. She said she walked 
away feeling like the college is focused.  
“It seems like IC has a plan,” she said. 
“They talked about how the college is going 
to better advertise to prospective students.” 
Stan Seltzer, associate professor and 
chair of the math department, attended 
both Monday and Tuesday’s meetings. Selt-
zer said the meetings created a sense of dia-
logue between Rochon and faculty. 
“The president had a few things he 
thought were important for faculty to 
hear,” he said. “But he also wanted to 
hear faculty and address things they had 
concerns about.”
 Seltzer also said enrollment was the 
topic of discussion at both meetings. He 
said the president and Maguire want to 
encourage students in the Northeast to 
attend the college.
 “It’s an uphill struggle to get to what they’re 
looking for because demographics in the 
Northeast aren’t great, but if they can accom-
plish what they want, it won’t be so bad,” he 
said. “It wasn’t a doom-and-gloom scenario.”
Seltzer also said he thought faculty 
and the president communicated well at 
the meetings. 
“I’ve been to meetings in the past with 
previous presidents, and they have been 
hostile on faculty members’ part,” he said. 
“But this was not one of them.” 
Rochon said the next all-college fac-
ulty meeting will be sometime in February, 
shortly after the board of trustees meets to 
discuss the 2010-11 budget. 
Rochon said he looks forward to meeting 
with faculty again in the spring. 
“It’s very important to have a direct 
channel of communication between the 
faculty and me,” he said. “The opportu-
nity for face-to-face dialogue is precious, 
and I’m very glad we do this twice a year.” 
If she were to become dean, Zuckerman said, 
she would work closely with faculty, students and 
staff at the business school as well as the Ithaca 
community to develop a vision collaboratively. 
“I would really work with them to apply their 
strengths and where they want to go with the 
school,” she said. 
Zuckerman said she wants to provide stu-
dents with real-world application activities to 
demonstrate the skills learned in the classroom. 
The second candidate, McTiernan, visited 
campus last Thursday and Friday. 
McTiernan, a Fulbright Scholar, has pre-
viously served as associate dean at the Zarb 
School of Business at Hofstra University, as 
well as the Tobin College of Business at St. 
John’s University. She earned her doctorate 
in management and organizational behavior 
at the Weatherhead School of Management 
at Case Western Reserve University. She has 
also served as vice chair of the Women Ad-
ministrators in Management Education Affin-
ity Group within AACSB-International and as 
an elected member of the Graduate Manage-
ment Admission Council’s Board of Trustees.
In her presentation Friday, McTiernan 
stressed the importance of a liberal arts foun-
dation for students and said she feels it is dif-
ficult to succeed without one. 
“Do we really grant any benefit to our under-
graduate students by just allowing them to take 
courses specifically within their field and not 
doing much else?” she asked. “I would argue we 
probably don’t.”
She said she is impressed with the college’s 
ability to balance theoretical and practical skills 
in business education and she hopes to have the 
opportunity to improve on that even more. 
“[The students] really need to know how to 
be an effective member of an organization and 
when it is appropriate to step in as a leader and 
when it is appropriate to be a follower,” she said.
The final candidate, Pitts, came to campus 
last Monday and Tuesday.
Pitts is a professor of marketing at the 
School of Business at the College of Charleston 
in South Carolina. He was also a dean of the 
College of Business Administration at Creigh-
ton University and a professor and chair of the 
department of marketing at DePaul University. 
His research has appeared in several publica-
tions, including the Journal of Marketing and 
the Journal of Consumer Research.
Pitts discussed the role of business schools 
as a whole and how the college can be a part of 
leading the way in business education.
“We need to be engines of development 
and innovation, and we need to educate the 
next generation of business and social lead-
ers,” he said. “That’s our big challenge.”
All three candidates discussed the idea of 
sustainability in their separate presentations 
and said they want to continue to make the 
business school a leading example for a sus-
tainable future.
“Taking responsibility for leading the way 
and for the future really matters a lot,” McTi-
ernan said. “I’m very glad that sustainability 
has been getting so much more attention.”
Warren Schlesinger, associate professor of 
accounting, said he hopes the candidate cho-
sen will engage faculty and students. 
“I want a dean who creates an environment 
where everybody wants to show up,” he said.
T.J. Slipko, a sophomore business adminis-
tration major, said he wants as much real-world 
experience as possible. He would like to see more 
extracurricular events such as speakers and 
workshops at the business school in the future.
“I would like them to bring in some more 
alumni and people from the real world to 
come in and show us stuff,” he said.
Stan Seltzer, associate math professor and 
chair of the math department, said he was im-
pressed by all three candidates.
“They thought that there was a lot of po-
tential in the business school,” he said. “They 
certainly seemed interested. They certainly 
seemed prepared.” 
Members of the campus community attend the presentation by robert Pitts, the third candidate 
for the business school dean Monday afternoon in the hockett family recital hall. 
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November 20th and 21st Ithaca College is Hosting
The 101st Topical Symposium of the
New York State Section of the American Physical Society
Learn about intersections between Physics and Archaeology
Speakers will talk about Naked-eye Observatories, Dendrochronology, Ground-
Penetrating Radar, Magnetometary, 17th c. Paintings, Conductivity, 3-D laser 
scanning at Machu Picchu, and Opportunities For Collaboration. The Banquet 
Friday night will be followed by a keynote talk by Professor Ken Kvamme from the 
University of Arkansas on his Anthropological and Archaeological Insights from 
Geophysical Evidence: Two Decades of Hunting.
To learn more about the symposium and to register please visit www.nyssaps.org
Native American program 
brings storyteller to campus
Native narratives
By Allison MusAnte  
Managing Editor
 Laughter filled Textor Hall on 
Monday afternoon as dozens of 
students listened to stories about 
why the bear hibernates and how 
the owl got big eyes.
 As part of November’s Native 
American Heritage Month, the 
Native American studies program 
brought to campus storyteller 
Perry Ground, a member of the 
Onondaga nation near Syracuse.  
 Brooke Hansen, associate pro-
fessor of anthropology, said the 
event was meant to expose students 
to Onondaga people, who are one 
of the five original Haudenosaunee 
nations in New York, also known as 
the Iroquois Confederacy. 
 “Storytelling melts the ice,” 
Hansen said. “It breaks down cul-
tural barriers because obviously 
the students in the room loved 
hearing the stories. Storytelling 
and Perry are like ambassadors of 
peace, extending hands in friend-
ship and sharing of cultures.”
 Ground, who has been per-
forming stories for more than 17 
years, spent the first half of his 
presentation recounting a history 
of stories in Haudenosaunee cul-
ture as well as the importance of 
storytelling across cultures.
 “A story takes on a different life 
than when it’s read,” he said. “It’s a 
positive way to share information 
about cultures. They’re fun and 
exciting to listen to.”
 After Ground’s introduction, 
he ran from the classroom and 
returned wearing traditional On-
ondaga clothing, which included 
a feather headdress and turtle 
pendant to represent the Onon-
daga’s name of Turtle Clan. One 
of Ground’s stories explained that 
the bear hibernates because he’s a 
sore loser.
 “He’s so tired from running that 
race with the turtle that he sleeps 
all winter long,” he said. “And 
whenever bear sees snow and ice 
coming down on his cave, he stays 
there all winter and doesn’t like to 
remember losing that race.”
 Ground performed his stories 
with high energy and used mul-
tiple voices, from a bellowing 
bear voice to a high-pitched turtle 
voice. Using the lecture hall as his 
stage, he was jumping, stomping 
and shouting. 
 “When I was telling the stories, 
I hope students were seeing how 
a lesson could come to life [and] 
what part of Haudenosaunee 
culture they could learn about, 
whether it was the values like 
waiting your turn or explaining 
the world around us.”
 Hansen said she required her 
cultural anthropology students to 
attend the event. She said Ground, 
who gave a similar presentation in 
2004 at the college, is an important 
guest for all students to meet.
 “I want students to learn how 
you get to know a culture,” she 
said. “I think Perry hit on that 
quite well. We get to understand 
the morals and the code of con-
duct for native peoples.”
 Senior Amanda Magee, a Na-
tive American studies minor, 
attended the presentation as a 
requirement for her North East 
Native American class taught by 
Jack Rossen, associate professor 
and chair of the anthropology 
department. Magee said she saw 
Ground’s performance as a way 
of bridging cultural gaps and she 
hoped the presentation might 
have debunked some attendees’ 
preconceived notions about Na-
tive American culture.
 “I believe many people are 
miseducated about native values 
and hold timeless stereotypes of 
traditional Indian images,” she 
said. “It’s through native storytell-
ing and speakers that [we] will be 
able to understand and appreciate 
the similarities and differences of 
each culture as we continue to live 
amongst each other.”
 Ground said he thinks the val-
ues his stories teach are universal 
and promote cross-cultural peace.
 “I think [storytelling] does 
draw a bridge between two or 
multiple groups of people because 
it might force them to think about 
their own background,” he said. 
“They can compare [stories] and 
say, ‘Well that’s similar, those peo-
ple believe something similar to 
the Haudenosaunees, and it helps 
us see that’s what we all are — we 
are people, and we share a lot of 
these same beliefs and values as 
human beings.”
 Hansen said she hopes Ground 
motivated students to learn more 
about Haudenosaunee culture. 
As part of the month’s events, On-
ondaga clan mother Freida Jacques 
will give a lecture about Ononda-
ga culture and peace-building at 
7 p.m. Dec. 1 in Textor 102.
 “I hope they understand that 
Haudenosaunee culture is alive 
and well, and it’s not a thing of the 
past,” Hansen said.
Perry Ground, an Onondaga storyteller, gives a performance in IC Square in November 2004. Ground was invited 
back to the college this year to speak for Native American Heritage Month and to tell stories about the culture.  
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Public Safety In
cident Log
selected en
tries from 
october 5 t
o october 2
2
OCTOBER 5
FIRE ALARM 
LOCATION: D-
Lot
SUMMARY: 
Caller repor
ted a fire i
n 
a recycle b
in. Investiga
tion pending
. 
Master Patro
l Officer Bruc
e Holmstock
.
CRIMINAL M
ISCHIEF 
LOCATION: Fa
cilities Parkin
g Lot
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 an unknown
 
person cut 
a piece of e
quipment of
f 
a vehicle. In
cident occur
red between
 
3:30 p.m. Oc
t. 2 and 7 a.
m. Oct. 5. In
-
vestigation p
ending. Mas
ter Patrol Of
-
ficer Bruce H
olmstock.
FIRE ALARM 
LOCATION: Di
llingham Cen
ter
SUMMARY: 
Fire alarm
 activation
 
caused acc
identally by
 contractors
. 
System rese
t. Fire and B
uilding Safet
y 
Coordinator 
Ronald Clark
.
CRIMINAL M
ISCHIEF 
LOCATION: Hi
lliard Hall
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 an unknown
 
person dama
ged a screen
. Incident oc
-
curred betwe
en Oct. 2 and
 Oct. 4. Invest
i-
gation pendin
g. Sergeant B
ill Kerry.
SAFETY HAZA
RD/ENv. HAZ
ARD
LOCATION: Pu
blic Safety Pa
rking Lot
SUMMARY: O
fficer reporte
d a vehicle 
leaking a sm
all amount 
of gas. Spill
 
cleaned, and
 owner move
d the vehicle
. 
Fire Protectio
n Specialist M
ark Swanhart
.
OCTOBER 6
FIRE ALARM
LOCATION: Lo
wer Quad
SUMMARY: C
aller reporte
d a cigarette
 
receptacle w
as emitting 
smoke. Extin
-
guished by w
ater. Master 
Patrol Office
r 
Donald Lyke
.
MAKING GRA
FFITI
LOCATION: Su
bstation Road
SUMMARY: O
fficer reporte
d an unknow
n 
person wrote
 graffiti in c
halk. Investi-
gation pend
ing. Master 
Patrol Office
r 
Dirk Hightche
w.
CRIMINAL M
ISCHIEF 
LOCATION: Z-
Lot
SUMMARY: 
Complainant
 reported a
n 
unknown p
erson scrat
ched letter
s 
onto a vehic
le. Incident 
occurred be
-
tween 7 p.m
. Oct. 2 and
 4 p.m. Oct
. 
6. Investigat
ion pending.
 Patrol Office
r 
Chris Teribur
y.
MAKING GRA
FFITI
LOCATION: Ac
ademic Quad
SUMMARY: 
Officer repo
rted an un
-
known perso
n wrote gra
ffiti in chalk
. 
Investigation
 pending. M
aster Patrol
 
Officer Dirk H
ightchew.
v&T vIOLATIO
N/UNSAFE B
ACKING 
LOCATION: O-
Lot
SUMMARY: 
Caller repor
ted a two-c
ar 
MVA. One u
niform traffi
c ticket wa
s 
issued for T
own of Itha
ca Court fo
r 
unsafe vehic
le backing. 
Patrol Office
r 
Adam Koehl
er.
OCTOBER 7
MEDICAL AS
SIST/ILLNES
S RELATED
LOCATION: W
est Tower
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 an ill person
. 
Person decl
ined medica
l assistance
. 
Master Patrol
 Officer Dona
ld Lyke.
LARCENY
LOCATION: Ca
mpus Center
SUMMARY: 
Caller repor
ted a perso
n 
stole a DVD 
and clothing
. Person was
 
arrested and
 issued appe
arance ticke
t 
for the Town 
of Ithaca Cou
rt for larceny
. 
Person was
 also judic
ially referre
d. 
Patrol Office
r Jeffrey Aust
in.
v&T vIOLATIO
N
LOCATION: Ci
rcle Lot 8
SUMMARY: 
Caller report
ed a vehicl
e 
damaged a p
arked vehicle
 and then lef
t 
the scene. In
vestigation p
ending. Patro
l 
Officer Chris T
eribury.
MEDICAL AS
SIST/INJURY
 RELATED
LOCATION: Ca
mpus Center 
Quad
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 accidentally
 
falling and s
ustaining an
 ankle injury
 
Oct. 6. No 
medical atte
ntion. Patrol
 
Officer Danie
l Bechtold.
LARCENY
LOCATION: Ha
mmond Heal
th Center
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 an unknown
 
person stole 
a cell phone
. Investigation
 
pending. Patr
ol Officer Jeff
rey Austin.
BURGLARY  
 
LOCATION: Te
rraces
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 an unknown
 
person entere
d and stole a
 laptop com-
puter from a 
room. Investig
ation pending
. 
Master Patrol
 Officer Dona
ld Lyke. 
UNLAWFUL P
OSS. OF MAR
IJUANA 
LOCATION: Te
rraces
SUMMARY: Tw
o people judi
cially referred
 
for unlawful p
ossession of 
marijuana an
d 
one person j
udicially refe
rred for unde
r-
age possessi
on of alcohol
. Master Patro
l 
Officer Donal
d Lyke. 
OCTOBER 8
CRIMINAL M
ISCHIEF 
LOCATION: Ho
lmes Hall
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 an unknown
 
person damag
ed glass in a 
door. Investiga
-
tion pending. 
Patrol Officer D
avid Amaro.
HARASSMEN
T
LOCATION: Ea
stman Hall
SUMMARY: 
Caller repor
ted receivin
g 
a harassing 
phone call. 
Investigation 
pending. Patr
ol Officer Dav
id Amaro.
UNLAWFUL P
OSS. OF MAR
IJUANA
LOCATION: Ly
on Hall
SUMMARY: Tw
o people judi
cially referred
 
for unlawful 
possession o
f marijuana. 
Patrol Officer
 Chris Teribur
y.
OCTOBER 9
CASE STATUS
 CHANGE
LOCATION: Of
fice of Public
 Safety
SUMMARY: U
niform traffic
 tickets were
 
issued for th
e Town of Ith
aca Court fo
r 
leaving the s
cene of a MV
A, unlicensed
 
operation o
f a motor 
vehicle and
 
permitting u
nlicensed o
peration, in
 
reference to 
an incident 
that occurred
 
in the Circle
 parking lot 
Oct. 7. Patro
l 
Officer Chris 
Teribury.
CASE STATUS
 CHANGE
LOCATION: Of
fice of Public
 Safety
SUMMARY: 
Officer repo
rted the bu
r-
glary reporte
d Oct. 8 in Te
rrace 13 was
 
unfounded b
ecause of no
 theft occur-
ring.  Master
 Patrol Office
r Donald Lyk
e.
CCv/DRUG v
IOLATIONS
LOCATION: Re
creation Trails
SUMMARY: O
fficer reported
 people smok
-
ing marijuana
 fled the area
. Three person
s 
judicially refer
red for failure 
to comply wit
h 
a college offic
ial and violati
on of the dru
g 
policy. Patrol O
fficer Daniel B
echtold.
THEFT OF SE
RvICES 
LOCATION: Al
l Other
SUMMARY: 
Complainant 
reported an
 
unauthorized
 person using
 a bus pass t
o 
obtain bus rid
es free of cha
rge. Investiga-
tion pending.
 Assistant Dire
ctor of Admin
-
istrative Serv
ices Laura Du
rling.
LARCENY 
LOCATION: Te
rrace Dining H
all
SUMMARY: O
fficer reporte
d a person i
n 
possession o
f a stolen p
arking permi
t. 
One person 
judicially ref
erred for lar
-
ceny and an
other for res
ponsibility o
f 
guest. Assist
ant Director 
of Administra
-
tive Services
 Laura Durlin
g.
CCv/UNDER
AGE POSS. O
F ALCOHOL 
LOCATION: Ci
rcle Apartmen
ts
SUMMARY: 
Three peop
le judicially
 
referred for u
nderage poss
ession of alco
-
hol. Master P
atrol Officer D
onald Lyke.
CCv/IRRESP
ONSIBLE USE
 OF ALCOHOL
LOCATION: Up
per Quad
SUMMARY: 
Person tran
sported by
 
ambulance t
o CMC and
 judicially re
-
ferred for irr
esponsible u
se of alcoho
l. 
Patrol Officer
 Chris Teribur
y. 
MvA/PROPE
RTY DAMAGE
LOCATION: Ac
ademic Quad
SUMMARY: 
Caller repor
ted a one
-
car MVA. Re
port taken. 
Patrol Office
r 
David Amaro.
CRIMINAL M
ISCHIEF 
LOCATION:  E
merson Hall
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 an unknown
 
person dam
aged a door
. Investigatio
n 
pending. Pat
rol Officer Je
ffrey Austin.
OCTOBER 1
0
v&T vIOLATIO
N/DWI 
LOCATION: Ci
rcle Lot 1
SUMMARY:  
During a tra
ffic stop, the
 
operator was
 arrested fo
r DWI. Drive
r 
was issued u
niform traffic
 tickets for th
e 
Town of Ithac
a Court for D
WI second of
-
fense within 
10 years (fel
ony), aggrava
t-
ed DWI BAC 
greater than 
0.18 percen
t 
and a camp
us summons
 for a throug
h 
stop. Subject
 is scheduled
 to appear in
 
town court N
ov. 19. Maste
r Patrol Office
r 
Donald Lyke.
CCv/IRRESP
ONSIBLE USE
 OF ALCOHOL
LOCATION: Ci
rcle Lot 5
SUMMARY: 
Person judic
ially referred
 
for irrespons
ible use of a
lcohol. Patro
l 
Officer Chris 
Teribury.
CCv/IRRESP
ONSIBLE USE
 OF ALCOHOL
LOCATION: L-
Lot
SUMMARY: T
wo people t
ransported t
o 
CMC by amb
ulance and b
oth judicially
 
referred for ir
responsible u
se of alcohol
. 
Patrol Officer 
Jeffrey Austin
.
FOUND PROP
ERTY 
LOCATION: Ci
rcle Lot 5
SUMMARY: O
fficer reported
 a vehicle hub
-
cap found and
 turned over to
 Public Safety.
MEDICAL AS
SIST/INJURY
 RELATED
LOCATION: Te
rraces
SUMMARY: O
fficer reporte
d an intoxi-
cated person
 sustained a
 head injury
 
during invo
lvement wit
h previousl
y 
reported inc
ident. Perso
n was taken
 
to CMC by 
ambulance. 
Patrol Office
r 
Chris Teribur
y.
CCv/UNDER
AGE POSS. O
F ALCOHOL 
LOCATION: Ci
rcle Lot 8
SUMMARY: P
erson judicia
lly referred fo
r 
underage po
ssession of 
alcohol. Patr
ol 
Officer Chris T
eribury.
CRIMINAL M
ISCHIEF 
LOCATION: Ea
stman Hall
SUMMARY: P
erson reporte
d an unknow
n 
person brok
e a window
. Investigatio
n 
pending. Patr
ol Officer Dirk
 Hightchew.   
FOUND PROP
ERTY 
LOCATION: Ce
nter for Natur
al Sciences
SUMMARY: O
fficer reporte
d a shirt was
 
found and tu
rned over to 
Public Safety
. 
CCv/IRRESP
ONSIBLE USE
 OF ALCOHOL
LOCATION: Te
rraces
SUMMARY: P
erson transpo
rted by ambu
-
lance to CMC
 and judicial
ly referred fo
r 
irresponsible 
use of alcoho
l. Fire Protec-
tion Specialis
t Enoch Perki
ns.
FIRE ALARM 
LOCATION: Te
rraces
SUMMARY: 
Activation o
f fire alarm
 
caused accid
entally by fa
ulty fan blow
-
er. System r
eset. Master
 Patrol Office
r 
Erik Merlin.
CRIMINAL TA
MPERING
LOCATION:  E
ast Tower
SUMMARY:  C
aller reported
 an unknown
 
person ripped
 papers down
. Incident oc-
curred about
 1 a.m. Inves
tigation pend
-
ing. Patrol Offi
cer Jeffrey Au
stin.
CCv/EXCESS
IvE NOISE/IN
DECENT 
LOCATION: C
ircle Apartme
nt 2
SUMMARY: 
Caller repo
rted exces-
sive noise. 
One person 
judicially re
-
ferred for n
oise violatio
n. Sergeant
 
Ronald Hart.
CRIMINAL PO
SS./OTHER W
EAPON
LOCATION: Ga
rden Apartme
nts
SUMMARY: 
Caller repor
ted subject
s 
throwing ca
ns and usin
g marijuana
. 
One person 
judicially ref
erred for pe
r-
sonal respe
ct and safe
ty, and one
 
person judic
ially referred
 for crimina
l 
possession o
f a weapon. 
Patrol Office
r 
Jeffrey Austin
.
OCTOBER 1
1
CCv/EXCESS
IvE NOISE/IN
DECENT 
LOCATION: Ci
rcle Apartmen
ts
SUMMARY: O
ne person jud
icially referred
 
for noise viola
tion. Sergean
t Ronald Hart
.
CRIMINAL M
ISCHIEF 
 
LOCATION: L-
Lot
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 an unknown
 
person dam
aged a veh
icle. Inciden
t 
occurred bet
ween 6 p.m
. Oct. 10 an
d 
3 p.m. Oct. 
11. Investiga
tion pending
. 
Patrol Officer
 Jeffrey Austi
n.
CCv/IRRESP
ONSIBLE USE
 OF ALCOHOL
LOCATION: Em
erson Hall
SUMMARY: 
Person tran
sported by
 
ambulance 
to CMC and
 judicially re
-
ferred for irr
esponsible u
se of alcoho
l. 
Master Secur
ity Officer Ge
orge Whitmor
e.
HARASSMEN
T
LOCATION: J-
Lot
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 the occupan
t 
of a vehicle s
aid an offens
ive statemen
t 
then left the
 area. Incide
nt occurred 
at 
about 6:30 
p.m. Investig
ation pendin
g. 
Sergeant Ron
ald Hart. 
CRIMINAL M
ISCHIEF 
LOCATION: To
wers Concour
se
SUMMARY: O
fficer reporte
d an unknow
n 
person dama
ged an exit s
ign. Investiga
-
tion pending.
 Sergeant Terr
y O’Pray.
CCv/IRRESP
ONSIBLE USE
 OF ALCOHOL
LOCATION: Ea
stman Hall
SUMMARY: 
One person 
judicially re-
ferred for irr
esponsible u
se of alcoho
l. 
Patrol Officer
 James Land
on.
CRIMINAL M
ISCHIEF 
LOCATION: Bo
gart Hall
SUMMARY: 
Caller repo
rted an un
-
known pers
on damage
d a window
. 
Investigation
 pending. P
atrol Officer
 
Adam Koehl
er.
OCTOBER 2
0
CRIMINAL M
ISCHIEF 
LOCATION: To
wers Concour
se
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 an unknown
 
person dam
aged a doo
r mechanism
. 
Officer dete
rmined crim
inal mischie
f 
was unfound
ed. Master 
Patrol Office
r 
Dirk Hightche
w.
CRIMINAL PO
SS. OF MARI
JUANA
LOCATION: Bo
othroyd Hall
SUMMARY: 
One person
 arrested fo
r 
criminal po
ssession o
f marijuana
 
in the fourt
h degree an
d issued an
 
appearance 
ticket to app
ear in the Tow
n 
of Ithaca Co
urt on Nov. 5
. Person also
 
judicially refe
rred. Sergean
t Bill Kerry.
MEDICAL AS
SIST/INJURY
 RELATED
LOCATION: Wh
alen Center fo
r Music
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 a person brok
e 
a finger. Pers
on taken to C
MC by ambu
-
lance. Master
 Patrol Officer
 Erik Merlin.
LARCENY
LOCATION: Ce
nter for Healt
h Sciences
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 an unknown
 
person stole
 bouquets o
f flowers. Offi
-
cer determin
ed larceny w
as unfounde
d. 
Master Secur
ity Officer Am
y Chilson.
UNLAWFUL P
OSS. OF MAR
IJUANA
LOCATION: Em
erson Hall
SUMMARY: Tw
o people judi
cially referred
 
for unlawful p
ossession of 
marijuana an
d 
responsibility
 of guests. 
Master Patro
l 
Officer Bruce
 Holmstock.
OCTOBER 2
1
ASSIST/OTHE
R COLLEGE D
EPARTMENTS
LOCATION: Ci
rcle Apartmen
ts
SUMMARY: C
aller reported
 a person lef
t 
an apartmen
t without “c
hecking out”
 
with resident
ial life. Perso
n was locate
d. 
Master Patro
l Officer Dona
ld Lyke.
MEDICAL AS
SIST/INJURY
 RELATED
LOCATION: Ca
rp Wood Field
SUMMARY: 
Caller report
ed a perso
n 
sustained a 
back injury 
during a soc
-
cer game. Pe
rson transpor
ted to CMC b
y 
ambulance. P
atrol Officer D
aniel Bechtold
.
CASE STATUS
 CHANGE
LOCATION:  Ci
rcle Apartmen
ts
SUMMARY:  O
fficer comple
ted investiga-
tion into the 
alcohol comp
laint that oc-
curred Sept.
 18. One pe
rson judicial
ly 
referred for p
ossession of
 kegs. Maste
r 
Patrol Officer
 Donald Lyke
. 
LARCENY
LOCATION: W
halen Center 
for Music
SUMMARY: 
Complainant 
reported an
 
unknown per
son stole bo
oks. Investiga
-
tion pending.
 Patrol Officer
 David Amaro
.
OCTOBER 2
2
LARCENY
LOCATION: Te
rraces
SUMMARY: Co
mplainant rep
orted a stolen
 
backpack con
taining a lap
top computer
. 
Pending invest
igation. Sergea
nt Ronald Hart
.
FIRE ALARM
LOCATION: B-
Lot
SUMMARY: Ca
ller reported a
 dumpster fire
. 
IFD extinguish
ed fire. Pendin
g investigation
. 
Master Patro
l Officer Bruc
e Holmstock.
FOUND PROP
ERTY
LOCATION: Te
rraces
SUMMARY: S
et of keys fou
nd and turne
d 
over to Public
 Safety. Unkn
own owner. 
MvA/PROPE
RTY DAMAGE
LOCATION: H-
Lot
SUMMARY: Ca
ller reported a
 one-car dam
-
age MVA. Cal
ler declined t
o file a repor
t. 
Patrol Officer D
avid Amaro.
For the c
omplete s
aFety log
, 
go to www.t
heithacan.o
rg/news
KEy
CMC – Cayug
a Medical Ce
nter
CCV – College
 Code Violatio
n
DWI – Driving
 while intoxica
ted
IFD – Ithaca F
ire Departme
nt
IPD – Ithaca P
olice Departm
ent
MVA – Motor 
vehicle accid
ent
RA – Residen
t assistant
SASP – Stude
nt Auxiliary Sa
fety Patrol
V&T – Vehicle
 and Transpor
tation
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Professor studies propaganda
Hairstyles for smiles 
Joe Chicone, hairdresser at Center Hair Cutters located on The Commons, cuts freshman Ra-
chel Lowy’s hair as a part of Hillel’s Shoshana Rudnick Inch-a-Thon held Monday in the North 
Foyer of Campus Center. Money raised will be donated to the Food Bank of the Southern Tier. 
SaRaH SCHuMaN/THe ITHaCaN
 Steven Seidman, associate professor and 
chair of strategic communications at Ithaca 
College, presented his paper, “The Obama 
Poster Explosion,” Oct. 6 at 
the 41st annual conference 
of the International Visual 
Literacy Association — a 
nonprofit organization of 
researchers, educators, de-
signers, media specialists 
and artists dedicated to the 
principles of visual literacy. 
Seidman is also the vice 
president of the association. 
 At the conference, he re-
ceived two awards: the President’s Award for 
Outstanding Service to the IVLA and the Ed-
itor’s Choice Award for another paper, “The 
Visual Design of Election Campaign Posters.” 
 Contributing Writer Sara Friedman spoke 
with Seidman about his reaction to the awards 
and his recent research on the use of propa-
ganda in elections.
Sara Friedman: Could you explain the topic 
of the paper you presented?
Steven Seidman: It was called “The Obama 
Poster Explosion.” We dealt with a renais-
sance of political posters in the 2008 elec-
tion. It’s something that hadn’t been since 
the 1972 election, which was the McGov-
ern versus Nixon. [There is] an incredible 
number of posters by artists in support of 
Obama in his primary campaign and his 
election campaign.  
SF: What are some of the campaign posters 
that stand out to you?
SS: The most famous one is the Shepard 
Fairey poster. It was quite influential in cre-
ating the image for Obama and reinforcing 
it. In the article, there are lots of examples of 
posters. One was by Ron English, which is the 
Abraham-Obama poster. It’s a fusion of the 
two people’s images, so it looks like it’s one 
person with features of Lincoln and Obama. 
He called it the Abraham-Obama.
SF: What made you want to look into 
political posters?
SS: I had already written a book on the topic 
— the use of posters and other printed ma-
terial and communication media worldwide 
throughout history and election campaigns. 
The book came out right before the election, 
and I was quite interested in what was go-
ing on. So I wanted to continue my study 
of posters because this was a key election. I 
also have a blog, which has continued the in-
vestigation and discussion of election media 
and propaganda focusing on posters. The 
blog had well over 9,000 hits in the month 
preceding the election, so it created quite a 
lot of interest, actually.
SF: Do you think that propaganda is an 
important part of politics?
SS: There are no political campaigns without 
propaganda. You can’t assume that you are 
getting factual information from campaigns, 
and 2008 was no exception. McCain was the 
experienced candidate that we could trust 
with the military record, and Obama was 
the one who could bring change and hope to 
America. There is a certain amount of truth 
in all propaganda — otherwise it wouldn’t 
work — but the themes and the messages 
are typically slanted to make people more 
predisposed and enthusiastic towards a can-
didate or a party. 
SF: Has your research had any impact on 
how you look at elections?
SS: I scrutinize things a lot more care-
fully now that I have gotten very deep into 
studying election campaigns. It’s fascinat-
ing to me.
Seidman won 
an award for his 
paper discussing 
political posters.
Making deadline
Reporting
Designing pages
Shooting video
Blogging
Writing for the Web
Copy editing
Selling ads
Taking pictures
Writing reviews
Learn to do it all  at 
 The Ithacan
We’ll teach you.
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Pop 
culture
IC in 
London
Bombers
Higher Ed
We’ve got you 
covered. Visit 
The Ithacan 
online for daily 
blogs.
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Public Safety Incident Log selected entries from  october 23 to october 25
OCTOBER 23
CCV/HARASSMENT/HAZING
LOCATION: Emerson Hall
SUMMARY: Caller reported a possible fight 
in a hallway. Officers reported two people 
having a verbal argument. One person ju-
dicially referred for harassment. Sergeant 
Ronald Hart.
FOUND PROPERTY
LOCATION: Carp Wood Field 
SUMMARY: Mobile device found and turned 
over to Public Safety. Unknown owner.
V&T VIOLATION
LOCATION: State Route 96B/Danby Road
SUMMARY: Caller reported an unknown 
vehicle struck another, caused damage 
and left the scene. Investigation pending. 
Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew.
MVA/PERSONAL INJURY
LOCATION: Conservatory Drive
SUMMARY: Caller reported a car-pedes-
trian MVA occurred at 9:45 a.m. Caller 
reported parties exchanged informa-
tion. Investigation pending. Patrol Officer 
James Landon.
V&T COMPLAINTS 
LOCATION: Farm Pond Road
SUMMARY: Caller reported a vehicle 
avoiding a traffic control device. The 
operator was issued a warning. Patrol 
Officer Dirk Hightchew. 
CASE STATUS CHANGE
LOCATION: Office of Public Safety
SUMMARY: Officer identified the opera-
tor responsible for leaving the scene of 
a MVA that occurred on this date on 
state Route 96B. The person was issued 
uniform traffic tickets for Town of Ithaca 
Court for leaving the scene of an ac-
cident and failure to yield right of way. 
Patrol Officer Dirk Hightchew.
CASE STATUS CHANGE 
LOCATION: Hill Center
SUMMARY: Person was issued a uniform 
traffic ticket for Town of Ithaca Court for 
failure to yield the right of way to a pedes-
trian for the car-pedestrian MVA reported 
this day on Conservatory Drive. Patrol Of-
ficer James Landon.
ASSIST/OTHER COLLEGE DEPARTMENTS
LOCATION: All other
SUMMARY: Caller reported comments 
posted on blog. Investigation pending. 
Patrol Officer James Landon.
LARCENY
LOCATION: East Tower
SUMMARY: Caller reported an unknown 
person stole clothes. Caller then report-
ed the clothes were recovered. Larceny 
unfounded. Patrol Officer Adam Koehler.
HARASSMENT 
LOCATION: All other
SUMMARY: Caller reported unsettling 
phone and text messages. Investigation 
pending. Master Patrol Officer Erik Merlin.
LARCENY
LOCATION: Towers Dining Hall
SUMMARY: Caller reported an unknown 
person stole a wallet. Investigation 
pending. Patrol Officer David Amaro.
MEDICAL ASSIST/INJURY RELATED
LOCATION: Fitness Center
SUMMARY: Caller reported a person sus-
tained a head injury during tae kwon do 
practice. Subject transported to CMC by 
ambulance. Patrol Officer Daniel Bechtold.
OCTOBER 24
FIRE ALARM
LOCATION: Garden Apartments
SUMMARY: Fire alarm activation caused 
accidentally by a smoke machine used 
during a film shoot. System reset. Mas-
ter Patrol Officer Donald Lyke.
CCV/IRRESPONSIBLE USE OF ALCOHOL
LOCATION: Lower Campus
SUMMARY: Person transported to CMC 
by ambulance and judicially referred for 
irresponsible use of alcohol. Sergeant 
Ronald Hart.
CRIMINAL TAMPERING
LOCATION: J-Lot
SUMMARY: Officer reported an unknown 
person maliciously discharged a fire ex-
tinguisher. Investigation pending. Sergeant 
Ronald Hart.
LARCENY
LOCATION: Terrace Dining Hall
SUMMARY: Complainant reported 
an unknown person stole a wallet. 
Investigation pending. Patrol Officer 
Dirk Hightchew.
V&T VIOLATION/DWI 
LOCATION: Circle Lot 3
SUMMARY: Person reported a two-car 
MVA. One of the operators was ar-
rested for DWI. Officer issued uniform 
traffic tickets for Town of Ithaca Court 
for DWI greater than 0.08 percent and 
unsafe backing. Person also judicially 
referred. Patrol Officer Chris Teribury.
CCV/UNAUTHORIZED POSS. OF PROPERTY
LOCATION: Academic Quad
SUMMARY: Caller reported people in 
wheelchairs on a slope. People were 
filming a movie and were warned for 
unauthorized use of college property. 
Sergeant Bill Kerry.
SUSPICIOUS PERSON 
LOCATION: Circle Apartments
SUMMARY: Caller reported an intoxicat-
ed person entering apartments. Officer 
found person to be a guest of a resi-
dent of one apartment and was invited 
into another. Person advised to remain 
with host. Patrol Officer Adam Koehler.
UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA
LOCATION: Bogart Hall
SUMMARY: Three people judicially 
referred for unlawful possession of mari-
juana. Patrol Officer Adam Koehler.
CCV/IRRESPONSIBLE USE OF ALCOHOL
LOCATION: R-Lot
SUMMARY: 911 center received call of 
an intoxicated, semiconscious person. 
One person was transported to CMC by 
ambulance and judicially referred for 
irresponsible use of alcohol. Master Patrol 
Officer Donald Lyke.
CCV/RESPONSIBILITY OF GUESTS
LOCATION: Circle Apartments
SUMMARY: Caller reported a fight in prog-
ress. One person was restricted from the 
campus, and one person was judicially 
referred for responsibility of guest. Master 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock.
V&T VIOLATION/DWI
LOCATION: R-Lot
SUMMARY: Officers received a report from 
a caller concerning an intoxicated per-
son attempting to drive away. The car 
was stopped, and the operator was ar-
rested for DWI. Officer issued uniform 
traffic tickets for Town of Ithaca Court 
for DWI greater than 0.08 percent 
BAC and having an open container of 
alcohol in a motor vehicle. Prior to 
officer’s contact, person also commit-
ted harassment. One person judicially 
referred for responsibility of guest. 
Master Patrol Officer Donald Lyke.
CCV/UNDERAGE POSS. OF ALCOHOL
LOCATION: Circle Apartments 
SUMMARY: One person judicially re-
ferred for underage possession of al-
cohol. Sergeant Bill Kerry.
OCTOBER 25
EXPOSURE OF PERSON
LOCATION: Circle Apartments
SUMMARY: Two people judicially referred 
for indecent conduct. SASP.
THEFT OF SERVICES 
LOCATION: Circle Lot 8
SUMMARY: Caller reported two occu-
pants in a taxi refused to pay or get 
out of the vehicle. Upon arrival of of-
ficers, fare was paid and no further 
action taken. 
For the complete saFety log, 
go to www.theithacan.org/news
KEy
CMC – Cayuga Medical Center
CCV – College Code Violation
DWI – Driving while intoxicated
IFD – Ithaca Fire Department
IPD – Ithaca Police Department
MVA – Motor vehicle accident
RA – Resident assistant
SASP – Student Auxiliary Safety Patrol
V&T – Vehicle and Transportation
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A sensible
decision 
Ithaca College administration is urged 
to adopt a Good Samaritan policy  
that doesn’t leave room for abuse
Ithaca College’s Students for a Sensible Drug Policy chapter is taking steps to pass a Good Samaritan policy at the college — a measure that 
could protect lives and encourage students to speak 
up in potentially life-threatening situations.
This would allow intoxicated students who 
need medical attention to get help without facing 
judicial repercussions. It would also grant amnesty 
to anyone else involved in the situation, such as the 
person who made the emergency call. 
Right now students may be discouraged from 
calling for medical help when it is necessary because 
they are afraid of getting in trouble, losing scholar-
ships or being judicially referred. Not only does that 
put lives in danger, but it reinforces bad habits when 
students are confronted with difficult decisions.
Despite good intentions, though, the policy 
could potentially allow students to abuse it. Repeat 
offenders could make frequent calls for medical 
attention without facing the legal consequences of 
repeated intoxication or underage drinking. Fur-
ther, the policy does not promote the college’s ef-
forts to discourage binge drinking among students. 
Be it through documenting repeat alcohol abusers 
or mandating that those students learn about the 
consequences of binge drinking, the college and the 
policy should aim to limit abuse of amnesty. SSDP 
is urged to reach out to students across campus and 
solicit their opinions to draft a policy that truly reflects 
the college culture and student demands. The college 
should also focus on providing more alcohol educa-
tion, through mandatory floor meetings for example, 
about binge drinking and the signs someone needs 
medical attention. The college should go beyond 
the online alcohol awareness program required for 
incoming students.
Before the college adopts the Good Samaritan 
policy, it should review its merits and review other 
colleges’ policies. It should aim to increase calls for 
medical assistance, because students’ health and 
well-being is most important.
show support 
Campus LGBT groups should discuss 
same-sex marriage on campuswide level 
Students who belong to Ithaca College’s lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender student groups, prism and Created Equal, have mobi-
lized in support of legalizing same-sex marriage in 
New York state.
After Gov. David Paterson announced Oct. 
22 that he would support a bill to make same-sex 
marriage legal, the two groups conducted a poll to 
see how many students supported it. Representa-
tives of the group have said they hope to educate 
the campus community about same-sex marriage 
and raise awareness about the lack of LGBT rights 
in the country.
Members of the LGBT community are 
encouraged to continue to bring state and na-
tional debates to the campus community. LGBT 
organizations are urged to reach out to more 
students through educational events, Intercom 
announcements and other means. In doing this, 
these groups will give students and campus com-
munity members the tools to make informed 
decisions about their stance on gay rights.
By starting more campuswide initiatives that 
bring national issues to campus, LGBT groups 
can not only mobilize support, but also inform 
more voters.
snAp JudGMent
Good or bad 
Samaritan? 
What do you 
think of the 
proposed 
Good 
Samaritan 
policy?
“It Wouldn’t make 
SenSe becauSe It’S 
juSt a Way to not 
Get In trouble ... 
and then needInG 
medIcal atten-
tIon When you 
dId SomethInG 
WronG. It juSt 
doeSn’t make 
SenSe to me.” 
William llarch ’13 
muSic 
Performance
watch more Snap 
Judgments at 
theithacan.org.
“the Good Sa-
marItan polIcy IS 
a Great Idea. any-
one Who needS 
help Should be 
able to aSk for 
It and not be 
afraId of GettInG 
In trouble for It. 
a polIcy Such aS 
that Would help 
other people 
to make better 
decISIonS aS far 
aS GettInG help 
When they or 
theIr frIendS 
need It.” 
heike Domine ’11 
SPaniSh, enGliSh
“It’S an IntereStInG 
neW Way of makInG 
Sure StudentS WIll 
be Safe. ... It’S hard 
to make a yeS or no 
decISIon becauSe 
We don’t Want thIS 
to make StudentS 
So comfortable 
that they Get to a 
poInt Where they’re 
InebrIated and they 
really need help. ... 
Safety IS obvIouSly 
no. 1. In General It 
Would be a Good 
thInG to knoW  
that It’S ok to call 
for help.” 
colleen clark 
Dec. ’09  muSic 
Performance 
anD eDucation
“I belIeve It’S a 
very Good polIcy. 
It ’S SomethInG 
that I belIeve WIll 
help WIth people 
Who are afraId  
to Go to the 
health center 
When they’re In 
need of atten-
tIon. I’m not Sure 
hoW many caSeS 
there are on 
campuS, but thIS 
IS abSolutely a 
Good thInG, and I 
knoW other cam-
puSeS have It.” 
JareD conklin ’10 
french
“It ’S a very SenSI-
ble polIcy. I thInk 
It IS very loGIcal, 
and I thInk It WIll 
help a lot of 
StudentS out.” 
Zachary GreSSer ’10 
PhiloSoPhy anD 
reliGion
Speak your mind.
write a letter to the editor ithacan@ithaca.edu
250 words or less, e-mailed or dropped off by 5 p.m. monday in park 269 
All opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect those of The Ithacan. To write a guest commentary, contact Opinion Editor Elizabeth Sile at 274-3208.
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Guest commentAry
The attack on Fort Hood remains profoundly disturbing to me. My phone vibrated with the news on Thursday, as I pulled the short, 
simple facts out of my pocket. I felt paralyzed, un-
willing to think too much about the events, and felt 
lost to ask any of the impor-
tant questions. “Twelve dead, 
25 wounded,” my phone read. 
“Jesus,” I said over and over. 
The information wasn’t 
satisfying, turning my stomach 
as more and more facts began 
to bleed in. I turned to local 
news for any kind of direction, 
looking for a quick explana-
tion to an event that remains 
foggy.  I suspect most of those around the base felt 
the same way — lost in the wake of violence.
The ironies still give me shivers, as if looking at 
the heart of absurdity. A mental health professional 
that snapped. Soldiers going off to war, uncertain of 
survival, gunned down before they even left their 
home. My father, safer in a war zone than where he 
was stationed, and where we lived, in Texas.
He is deployed to Iraq, but last Thursday my 
first thoughts were with him. Could he be there? 
Had he gotten home early as a joke, ready to 
surprise my mom? The rational didn’t really strike 
me right away. And seeing footage of the town I 
graduated high school in — a small community I 
thought I would never have to see again — gave 
me a lucid experience. It was a nightmare being 
played out on TV and explained by Wolf Blitzer.
The lives of those who live around the base are 
intertwined with violence. We could all feel it in 
the small town of Belton, a short 20-minute drive 
from Fort Hood. The rumble of artillery fire would 
shake my house and keep me awake late at night. 
The conversations in math class turned to relatives 
waking up screaming — victims of post-traumatic 
stress disorder.  When importing violence is a local 
reality, the immediacy of a war thousands of miles 
away becomes inevitable. The burden of the mili-
tary is something that is hard to understand outside 
the Army community.  I can only really explain it as 
a hardening of the nerves.
Fort Hood is the largest military complex in the 
United States. It is home to more than 50,000 active 
duty soldiers, and the communities around the base 
are economically tied to the soldiers. So an event as 
destructive as this shooting is sure to affect central 
Texas like no other place. These communities take 
the good and the bad of the base. The spiking do-
mestic violence rates, the suicides of young soldiers, 
robberies and the drug use. But also the pride of 
being a military community — the broad overarch-
ing dedication to freedom that rolls throughout the 
south, but especially in Bell County, Texas.
In high school, I hated living in the middle of 
nowhere. I thought I had gone back in time, where 
the football star got all the women. Where racism 
was still overt and methamphetamine destroyed 
the lives of some of my best friends. Where the long 
expanses of land, unbroken except for the repeating 
strip malls along I-90 that seemed to go on forever. 
I came to believe that those Texans never needed to 
leave that little area, because they could already see 
all the way to the end of the earth.
I hardened to that place instantly, but after the 
shooting I find myself with an eerie, new sense of 
solidarity with the people of my former home.
All I can feel is the absurdity and the images 
of raw violence superimposed over my memories 
of Fort Hood. I think of the soldiers from the 
1st Calvary Division, and all the other divisions 
stationed there, returning from a war zone and 
being accepted by a building that hosted its own 
war once. I think specifically of my father — who 
will cycle through that building in December 
— what his thoughts will be and what ghosts 
will touch him when he steps out into the heat, 
the sand and the violence, not in Iraq but in the 
middle of Texas.
curtis combs is a junior journalism and politics 
major. He can be reached at ccombs1@ithaca.edu.
Fort Hood shooting hits home for student
When I first tell people that I have celiac disease, or an intoler-
ance to gluten, the first response is 
always the same: “What is gluten?” 
It is both disheartening and 
shocking that a disease that affects 
one in 133 people in this country 
has such little recognition. That’s 
why I have taken the first steps to 
improving celiac disease awareness 
here at Ithaca College.
First of all, it might be helpful 
to provide a description of celiac 
disease since it is so unfamiliar to 
most. Celiac disease is an autoim-
mune disease that affects more 
people than those with Crohn’s 
Disease, Parkinson’s Disease, Cystic 
Fibrosis and Multiple Sclerosis 
combined. Though the disease is 
common, the Celiac Disease Foun-
dation estimated that 97 percent of 
people with the disease are either 
undiagnosed or misdiagnosed. The 
disease is characterized by the in-
ability to digest gluten, which is a 
protein found in wheat, oats, barley 
and rye. Symptoms vary greatly 
and include malnutrition, indiges-
tion, anemia, depression, seizures 
and infertility.
Unfortunately, there is only one 
way to treat celiac disease: One 
must completely eliminate gluten 
from his or her diet. Scientists are 
still trying to develop a medica-
tion that will allow people with the 
disease to digest gluten.
Take a minute and imagine 
life without gluten. No bread, 
pasta, pizza, cake, cookies, etc. 
It results in a very dismal diet. 
No one should have to live a life 
restricting themselves from all 
comfort foods.
That’s exactly why I couldn’t 
wait any longer to change the col-
lege’s dining services to cater to 
students with celiac disease. Prior 
to this year, our dining halls did 
almost nothing for students with 
the disease. There was no access 
to gluten-free alternatives, such as 
bread and wraps, and the dining 
halls did not label for gluten as they 
did with other allergens. 
I found it close to impossible to 
get a good meal on campus. Since 
underclassmen are required to 
have a meal plan, I felt that it was 
a major injustice that the school 
did not adequately provide for 
students with dietary needs. One 
thing about the college that really 
bothered me was the fact that they 
cater to students who choose to 
be vegan or vegetarian, but they 
do not cater to students with an 
incurable disease.
I decided to run for the Student 
Government Association last 
spring for several reasons, one 
of them being a desire to reform 
dining on campus. So far this 
semester, I have been working 
with the Food Service Advisory 
Board and the SGA Campus Life 
committee to get our campus to 
go gluten-free. Everyone has been 
very supportive of this initiative, 
which makes me ecstatic.
After working closely with 
Roger Guarino, executive chef 
in Dining Services, we were able 
to develop a plan for students 
with celiac disease. Starting this 
past week, the Campus Center 
Dining Hall installed a “gluten-
free pantry,” which includes main 
gluten-free staples such as bread, 
wraps, pasta, bagels and cereal. 
Also, there is a toaster and a mi-
crowave exclusively for gluten-free 
products along with individually 
portioned peanut butter, jelly, 
cream cheese and butter. 
Both Guarino and I agree that 
this is merely a Band-Aid on a ma-
jor issue. Providing these alterna-
tives is only the first step — now we 
need mandatory labeling for gluten. 
Also, I would like to form a club 
for students with dietary needs to 
host different food events, continue 
reforms and just to network and 
have fun with each other.
Even if you are not directly  
affected by celiac disease, please 
take the time to spread a little 
awareness and join the cause. Now 
students with celiac disease can 
have a little more comfort at their 
home away from home.
susAnnAh FAulkner is a junior 
politics major and SGA senator. E-mail 
her at sfaulkn1@ithaca.edu.
Student brings gluten-free alternatives to campus
Guest commentAry
The girl next to me in the Hammond Health Center looked like she had the 
plague. Her eyes were bloodshot 
and her face was drained. Anyone 
would agree with me — she looked 
like crap. 
Then she started coughing 
without a mask on. 
“Save me,” I said, looking at the 
other equally gross patients. 
Ask anyone who knows me, 
especially my roommates, and 
they will tell you how afraid I am of 
getting sick. My one roommate has 
a perpetual cold. Whenever she 
looks like she is going to sneeze, I 
tell her to cover it up or take it out-
side. Sometimes I feel bad about 
being rude, but I tell it like it is. 
“Do you want to share a carton 
of orange juice?” she asked me 
before going to Wegmans. 
“Not with you,” I said. “I like to 
drink out of the carton, and I’m not 
touching anything your swine flu 
hands have touched.” 
Maybe I’m mean. But if being 
mean prevents me from ending up 
like the girl next to me, it’s worth it.
I had been waiting for an hour 
in the Health Center. No, karma 
hadn’t caught up to me, making me 
sick. Stupidity had caught up to me 
and got me a swollen knuckle.
“Hi, Lilly,” said the doctor when 
they finally called my name. 
He extended a hand out to me, 
which I couldn’t shake. Clearly he 
hadn’t read my chart because my 
right hand was out of commission. 
“What seems to be the prob-
lem?” he asked. 
“I kind of punched a wall,” I said. 
“Were you angry?” he asked. 
“No, I wasn’t angry,” I said, rais-
ing my voice unintentionally. “I was 
just messing around. My hand is 
fine. The lady Saturday told me to 
come in Monday, so here I am.” 
“You seem kind of angry now,” 
he said. I was debating nicknaming 
him Dr. Annoying Face. 
“I’m not angry,” I said, gritting 
my teeth.
After sitting in waiting room 
after waiting room and getting four 
X-rays, I saw the doctor again. 
“Please, put that down,” he said 
as he entered the room. What was 
I supposed to be doing — not play-
ing with the medical equipment? I 
felt like a monkey trapped in a cage.
I don’t remember what he said, 
but it’ll be better soon.
“So it will be fixed by tomor-
row, then?” I asked. 
“No, probably a week or so,” 
he said. “If it is still like this after 
Thanksgiving, come back.”
I had had enough of the 
Health Center. 
I hurt my hand Friday and went 
to the Health Center on Saturday, 
only to be told to come back Mon-
day. This whole situation has taken 
too long, and all I know is my hand 
sweats in the wrap, and if I have to 
pay for these X-rays, I’ll be pissed.
curtis combs
Soldiers hold a candle light vigil Nov. 6 at Fort Hood, Texas, for the victims of the Nov. 5 shooting in which 
Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan, an Army psychiatrist, killed 13 people and wounded 28 others. 
LM OTerO/THe ASSOciATed PreSS
Junior Susannah Faulkner browses the gluten-free pantry Monday night at 
the campus center dining Hall. Faulkner helped bring the pantry to campus.
LAureN deciccA/THe iTHAcAN
Doctor’s visit 
gone wrong
lilly miller
little 
fish, 
big 
pond
lilly miller is a freshman 
journalism major. E-mail her at  
lmiller1@ithaca.edu.
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By jared dionne 
staff writer
Paul Canetti, lead singer of Love and 
Logic, said he picked his band members off 
the Internet. And now, a year later, the group 
returns to cyberspace to sell its music. 
By surfing through Facebook, Canetti 
found bassist Dan Haller, cellist Annie Kim 
and drummer Derron Walker. He said the 
easiest way for him to gather his band was 
to ask around via his Facebook status.
“Whether it be putting in a status or 
even just seeing in my news feed that An-
nie played cello, we all got together on the 
Internet,” Canetti said.
For independent bands like Love and 
Logic, going viral not only makes finding 
musicians easier, but it also gets the band’s 
music to listeners — something that is 
more profitable than selling physical CDs.
A research and strategic analysis pub-
lished in 2008 by the Recording Industry 
Association of America said the sales of 
digital music now constitute 32 percent of 
the total market value. It found that digi-
tal downloads grew 30 percent and album 
sales dropped 14 percent in 2008.
Haller said the band copied an idea 
from the band Radiohead, in which listen-
ers choose how much they want to pay for 
the album.
“We released our EP and then another 
single after that on this Web site called 
Bandcamp,” he said. “[It] basically lets you 
charge whatever you want, or people can 
name their price.”
Steven Pond, professor of musicology 
at Cornell University, said consumer atti-
tudes and music purchasing methods have 
shifted over time.
“Peoples’ consumption patterns have 
continued a trend that began in the ’90s, 
which is to go less and less to the regular 
box store and more towards files that are 
either downloaded legally or shared ille-
gally,” Pond said.
Years ago, using the Internet to dis-
tribute music would have been seen as 
unconventional, though Pond said he is 
not surprised to see how well bands have 
adapted to the now-common practice of 
Internet distribution.
Senior Jon Kagan is using the Internet to 
record and release his rap music. Kagan has 
been writing his own raps since he was 11. 
Now, in his final year of college, Kagan said 
he plans to finish recording his first EP.
“I promised myself as a testament to 
show that school didn’t get in the way of 
music that I would finish and distribute an 
EP before I graduated,” he said. “Last year, 
during winter break, I completed it. Now 
it’s being mixed and will be distributed at 
the end of November, as a free download 
and as a hard copy in December.”
Kagan said, with the help of his recording 
engineer, he promotes his music on his own 
Web site, which Kagan hopes will soon have 
a free link to download his EP, “Pieces.”
“We also [want to distribute] on Imeem 
and different sites [like] iTunes and Pan-
dora,” he said. “We want it to be more ac-
cessible in many locations. That’s the goal. 
At the end of the day, I just want someone 
to get it.”
Local musicians New Neighbors also 
discovered the convenience of digital distri-
bution companies and the benefits of using 
them as opposed to the outdated method of 
physically handing out hard discs. Lead sing-
er Nathan Terepka said using a distribution 
company was relatively simple.
“There’s a lot of different services that 
can connect you with online distribution 
companies, such as iTunes and Napster,” 
Terepka said. “We did it through a compa-
ny called CD Baby. It’s really not a mysteri-
ous networking thing.”
As long as independent bands and art-
ists maintain ownership rights over their 
music, digital distributors can bring in a 
significant amount of money for the bands. 
Terepka said that independent bands 
can expect a healthy return on their invest-
ment by using iTunes.
“If you’re selling your CDs independent-
ly, outside of a label, you take the whole 
thing,” he said. “ITunes does not take a very 
large percent.”
Though Love and Logic still brings about 
30 hard copies of its album to sell at live 
shows, the band makes most of its profits off 
of the Internet, Canetti 
said. The band makes 80 
percent of its sales from 
digital sales and 20 per-
cent off of CD sales.
“Our Internet pres-
ence has brought in a lot 
of people to our Web site 
and to our download site,” 
he said. 
When Apple’s iTunes 
sells a song for 99 cents, re-
cording labels make about 
70 cents per download, 
according to RedOrbit.com, 
a technology-based online 
news feed.
Love and Logic uses 
the online digital distribu-
tor Tune Corp. Canetti 
said after working as a cre-
ative manager at an Apple 
store in New York City, he 
realized going straight to 
iTunes would be too diffi-
cult to do without another 
company’s help.
“When you sign a 
nonexclusive agreement 
with [a digital distribu-
tor], they put your music on iTunes, Rhap-
sody, Amazon, Napster,” he said. “Basical-
ly, iTunes is too big of a company to deal 
with small bands, so we had to go through 
some sort of distributor.”
Emusic.com distributes independent 
bands’ music on its site. Sean Fennessey 
’03, former music editor of Vibe magazine 
and now a member of the editorial board 
for Emusic.com, said CD distribution 
companies have become an integral com-
ponent of spreading an artist’s music.
“The philosophy hasn’t changed,” Fen-
nessey said. “It’s the amount of avenues 
that you have to promote yourself.”
Haller said using the Internet to distrib-
ute Love and Logic’s music has made them 
enough money to continue touring, but the 
goal of the band is to make music people can 
relate to — not just to make money.
“The Internet’s the perfect medium for 
that because obviously you don’t have to 
be in any specific place, or you can listen 
to things on your own time,” he said. “The 
goal is to get the music into as many peo-
ple’s hands as possible — not to make as 
much money as possible.” 
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Senior Jon Kagan mixes beats for one of his tracks on his rap EP, “Pieces.” Kagan is in the 
process of uploading his music to the Internet so that his fans can download his songs.
AllISon uSAvAgE/thE IthAcAn
Local bands sell music online
Press Play
digi-downloads
CD Baby
emusic
PureVolume 
this digital distribution com-
pany is partners with itunes 
and charges a band $35 per 
album for distribution services. 
these services include digital 
encoding and a spot on the 
itunes catalog.
source: Paul Canetti
this digital distribution company 
works strictly with independent 
bands. it streams the band’s 
music for free on its web site 
and offers promotional pack-
ages that picks up new bands 
at live shows and on Myspace.
source: sean fennessey ’03
this web site allows bands 
outside of mainstream music 
to upload their music for listen-
ers to download for free.
source: PureVolume.com
center: From left, cellist Annie Kim, vocalist Paul canetti, 
drummer Derron Walker and bassist Dan haller play Satur-
day at love and logic’s concert at the nines.
AllISon uSAvAgE/thE IthAcAn
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THREE-PEAT
Above: The football team runs out on the field before the Cortaca Jug game Saturday at Butterfield 
Stadium. The Bombers defeated SUNY-Cortland to finish their season with a 7–3 record.
ANdrew BUrACzeNSki/The iThACAN
Below: From left, equipment manager John wallace and sophomore linebacker ryan Clarke em-
brace after clinching the victory in the 51st annual Cortaca Jug on Saturday at Butterfield Stadium.
ANdrew BUrACzeNSki/The iThACAN
Above: From left, SUNY-Cortland junior defensive backs Chris hanlon and Joe Lopez and junior linebacker James Lenhart try to take down junior run-
ning back dan ruggiero during the Cortaca Jug game Saturday at Butterfield Stadium. The squad hasn’t lost the annual game at home since 2005.
ANdrew BUrACzeNSki/The iThACAN
Below: ithaca and Cortland fans pack into the stands Saturday during the 51st annual Cortaca Jug at Butterfield Stadium. The stadium holds a capac-
ity of about 5,000 fans, but more than 9,000 tickets were sold for Saturday’s game. Butterfield held a record of 12,620 fans at the 2001 Cortaca Jug.
SArAh SChUmAN/The iThACAN
right: ithaca fans go shirt-
less and cheer on the Blue 
and Gold on Saturday at But-
terfield Stadium during the 
51st annual Cortaca Jug. 
GrAhAm heBeL/The iThACAN
Below: SUNY-Cortland sopho-
more defensive back d.J. 
romano takes out freshman 
wide receiver Joseph ingrao 
in the Bombers’ win Saturday 
at Butterfield Stadium.
dANieLLe d’AvANzo/The iThACAN
In a hard-fought battle for the 51st annual Cortaca Jug,  
the football team captured its third-straight victory Saturday 
over archrival SUNY-Cortland at Butterfield Stadium
For more cover-
age of this year’s 
Cortaca Jug go to 
theithacan.org/
go/09cortaca.
[accentuate]
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This week’s hits and misses
Hot or Not
Hot
Look At This F-----g Hipster 
Drinkers of Pabst Blue Ribbon beware, 
LATFH, better know as “Look at This F---
--g Hipster,” may be targeting your style. 
The Web site is a hilarious compila-
tion of photos, videos and ads paying 
homage to the quintessential hipster. 
Man-liner and eye shadow? Check. 
American Apparel attire? You betcha. 
Bunny tattoos? But of course. The only 
thing keeping LATFH from being the new 
textsfromlastnight.com is that it only 
posts once a day at most. Despite this, 
links like “Look at this f-----g mustache 
gallery” make the awesome hilarity of 
LATFH hard to ignore.
Lukewarm
Photoshop Disasters 
People have seen their fair share of 
ads where it’s completely obvious that 
someone got a little too Photoshop 
happy. While not as hilarious as LATFH, 
Photoshop Disasters is inherently a 
riot. Contortionism, models with legs 
two times their actual size and reflec-
tions that don’t match who is looking 
in the mirror combine to form this site. 
Half the fun is trying to figure out ex-
actly what went wrong with each photo. 
And as much as it’s entertaining to 
look at a body-altered ad from Victoria’s 
Secret, this site reminds its visitors 
that there’s more than meets the eye 
with advertisements. Besides, no one’s 
waist is that tiny, Ralph Lauren. 
Not
My Life is Average 
The content on this hit-or-miss site is 
just what its title implies — average. 
A knock-off of fmylife.com, the site 
accepts user submissions of unexcep-
tional moments of their lives, some 
with less-than-stellar results. My Life is 
Average fails to deliver vicarious humor 
or upbeat entertainment, instead focus-
ing on the mundane. “Today, I watched 
a military movie. In the credits was a 
recipe for brownies. MLIA.” Nowadays, 
people can go to Twitter for pointless 
life updates. Nice try, MLIA.
Web sites like fmylife.com keep people 
glued to their computer screens for hours. 
Contributing Writer Christine Loman gives an 
overview of the laugh-out-loud and not-so-hot 
sites that keep you procrastinating.
“
thursday 
Last Train to Nibroc, a 
drama about a couple falling 
in love in World War II-era 
America, will be performed at 
7:30 p.m. at the Kitchen The-
atre downtown. Ticket prices 
range from $18 to $34.  
The Meat Puppets, a coun-
try-rock band making its Ithaca 
debut, will perform at 8 p.m. 
at Castaways on Inlet Island. 
Tickets are $12 in advance.
friday
The Melon Brothers, a 
classic rock and blues band, 
will perform from 7 to 9 p.m. 
at the Haunt off Route 13. 
Admission is free.  
Mike Doughty, a solo 
acoustic rocker and former 
Soul Coughing lead singer, 
will perform at 8 p.m. at 
Castaways on Inlet Island. 
Tickets are $20 in advance.
saturday 
The SufferJets Post-Season 
Party, celebrating the end of 
the roller derby season, will 
feature music by Endive at 
9 p.m. at Castaways. Admis-
sion is $8 at the door. 
Romeo and Juliet, a play by 
William Shakespeare, will be 
performed at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Schwartz Center for the 
Performing Arts at Cornell 
University. Ticket prices 
range from $8 to $10.
sunday
Larissa Maestro, a classi-
cal-, pop- and rock-inspired 
poet and singer, will perform 
at 9 p.m. at Castaways on 
Inlet Island. Admission is $7 
at the door.
Good Lord, now I can’t even get her to try on something.“quoteunquote
hot
dates
“Project Runway” season four winner Christian Siriano to MTV 
on Lady Gaga’s exclusive choices for her clothing designs.
Rockin’ out on the big screen
From left, sophomore Marin Cherry and freshman Ethan Zawisza sing while playing guitars for “Rock Band 2” on Friday at the Video Game 
Expo in Emerson Suites. Students went to the free event to play video games like “Modern Warfare 2” and “Madden 2010” on a large screen.
GRahaM hEBEl/thE ithaCan
omg!LIFe IS PLASTIC — IT’S FANG-TASTIC
Pack up your plastic accessories and move 
out, Ken. There’s a new Barbie doll heartthrob 
in town. Though he may not have a heart, the 
plastic replica of Taylor Lautner as Jacob from the 
“Twilight” series is enough to remind fans of the 
teen wolf that stole millions of hearts. With 
stylish shoes, no socks, a carbon-copy shoul-
der tattoo and tattered cut-off jeans, the $24.95 
doll is set to hit stores in February 2010. No 
need to buy an assortment of button-downs 
and tees for this guy — it’s pretty clear Mattel 
intended for him to rough it out sans shirt.
— Aaron Edwards
wtf
Most people are more than sick of 
hearing about Kanye West interrupt-
ing Taylor Swift at the VMAs, but the 
folks at the Country Music Awards 
are just getting started. Last Wednes-
day, country-singing icon Little Jimmy 
Dickens walked up on stage during 
a segment between Brad Paisley 
and Carrie Underwood and gave the 
infamous “Imma let you finish” line to 
Brad, praising Swift — with a Southern 
gentleman’s touch. The whole setup 
was clearly staged, but clearly funny.
— Aaron Edwards
omg!OLD-TIMe COuNTRy SINGeR GOeS kANye ON BRAD PAISLey  
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Junior creates company using a little bit of elbow grease
By AlexAndrA evAns 
Staff Writer
Some students earn money by refilling the 
salad bar at the dining halls or folding clothes 
at Urban Outfitters downtown. Ithaca Col-
lege junior business administration major 
Matt Ruger has a slightly different approach. 
In the aftermath of a Saturday night party 
at a Cornell University fraternity house, Ruger 
is the one who’s called to clean up the mess.
While taking 15 credits, Ruger created 
his own commercial and residential clean-
ing company called Maid-to-Shine. He 
cleans apartments for property manage-
ment companies before college students 
move into them, but he said his primary 
market is Greek life. 
“Frats and sorori-
ties are always going 
to have money,” he said. 
“They’re always going 
to want their places 
clean because they’re 
fairly dirty, and college kids don’t like to clean.”
Maid-to-Shine currently has an account 
with the fraternity Sigma Alpha Mu at Cornell. 
Matt Negrin, the fraternity’s house manager, 
said the fraternity’s decision to use Ruger’s ser-
vices was partly based on the swine flu scare.
“Before he came, we started to get some 
mold in the showers, and the bathrooms 
definitely weren’t as clean as they could be,” 
Negrin said. “We thought it was important 
for the safety of the house to hire him, and 
he’s done a great job. The mold’s gone, and 
it’s definitely taken a weight off our shoul-
ders in terms of cleaning after big parties.”
Ruger started his business when he re-
turned to Ithaca College this year after he 
transferred to Florida Southern College his 
sophomore year. The knowledge he gained 
from his marketing class at FSC — as well 
as the success of his professor who has his 
own business — ignited Ruger’s plan to cre-
ate his own company, he said.
“I saw [my professor] drive to school one 
day in a brand new Lamborghini, and that 
sparked my interest quite a bit,” he said. “In 
his class, we had to come up with a com-
pany [for a project], and I came up with a 
commercial cleaning company. That was 
when the whole business idea came about.”
Ruger manages all aspects of his busi-
ness, including accounting, purchasing sup-
plies and finding potential employees. As of 
now, his friends help him out with some of 
the cleaning jobs to earn extra money. After 
he further markets his business and is able to 
earn a consistent cash flow, Ruger wants to 
add employees to payroll and eventually fran-
chise the company after graduation — maybe 
even start one in Florida. As of now, he charg-
es $25 per man-hour for his services. 
When Ruger and Sean Lewis, Ruger’s 
friend and employee, clean, they use all green 
products, which Ruger said will become a key 
factor in attracting new clients. Aside from 
promoting a sense of sustainability, they keep 
a high level of professionalism while on the 
job. They systematically scrub all the bath-
rooms in the fraternity, from the tile in the 
showers to the windows, sinks and mirrors. 
Ruger also has a biweekly service ar-
ranged with the Gal family in Cayuga 
Heights who recently moved to the Ithaca 
area after Steven Gal accepted a job at Cor-
nell teaching entrepreneurship.
Lisa Gal, his wife, said her housekeep-
er focuses on tasks such as laundry and 
changing linens, which doesn’t leave much 
time for work that requires elbow grease. 
She was interested in hiring someone pro-
fessional to do more heavy-duty work, such 
as cleaning bathrooms and floors.
“The housekeeper and I were falling be-
hind,” she said. “I was interested in a crew 
coming in who could really get the grime up. 
The idea that [Maid-To-Shine] is a student-
owned and operated business was great be-
cause I’m happy to support students.”
Lewis, who graduated from Ithaca High 
School with Ruger, plans on eventually 
working full time and being promoted to a 
management position within the company. 
He said he helped Ruger get the business 
started and plans to play a more integral 
part in the company.
“I like it because there’s a lot of room for 
progression in the company,” he said. “I’m 
working with one of my best friends. It’s 
not like I have to go to work every day and 
answer to someone I don’t know.” 
Though Ruger is busy managing his busi-
ness, he also takes part in cleaning. He said 
it’s important that he continues to clean with 
his workers after his business picks up. 
“It shows your employees that you’re 
willing to work too,” he said. “That goes 
a long way [when] you’re not just sitting 
there telling them what to do. You’re actu-
ally busting your butt scrubbing the floors.”
Ruger said his father’s support has helped 
him in adopting his own philosophy for put-
ting himself out there in the business world.
“If you don’t fear anything, then you have 
nothing to lose,” Ruger said.
From left, local Sean Lewis and junior Matt Ruger collect their cleaning supplies after scrubbing 
down the Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity house’s bathrooms Sunday at Cornell University.
KeLSey o’ConnoR/the ithACAn
Local restaurants compete 
for late-night food crown
By KAtherine rAusch 
And BriAnA KerensKy 
Contributing WriterS
It was sandwich versus sand-
wich and cookie versus cookie at 
Cornell University’s annual Battle 
of the Late Night Foods.
More than 1,500 students gath-
ered in Willard Straight Hall on 
Friday night to sample foods from 
d i f f e r e n t 
late-night 
restaurants 
in Ithaca to 
determine 
which one 
has the best 
snacks for those late-night cravings.
Jeff Katz, Cornell senior class 
president, said the campus likes 
to help local take-out restaurants 
promote their businesses.
“We approach Collegetown and 
Ithaca food vendors and say, ‘Hey, a 
great way to promote your restau-
rant [is] to get exposed to the Cor-
nell community,’” he said. “‘Bring 
1,500 samples of your food to this 
event. We’ll bring 1,500 people.’”
Not every restaurant can qual-
ify for a chance to battle. All par-
ticipants must be a “late-night” 
establishment, meaning that they 
are open until 1 a.m. or later. Last 
year’s winner, Moe’s Southwest 
Grill, was barred from entering 
this year’s competition because it 
closes at 9 p.m.
This year’s contestants included 
The Connection, Jack’s Grill, Jim-
my John’s, Insomnia Cookies, That 
Burrito Place, Domino’s Pizza and 
AAwesome Wings & Cheesesteak.
Jeff Legg, owner and operator of 
Jimmy John’s, said he  participated 
this year because he likes feeding the 
community — and the competition 
is exciting.
“We started doing all our prep 
and stuff like that this morning,” he 
said. “We were starting to get things 
prepped, and we worked about a 
solid eight hours getting this stuff to-
gether.We’re definitely in it to win it.”
With the exception of Cornell 
Cinema, the event took up all of 
Willard Straight Hall. Most of the 
space was used to hold large lines of 
hungry people.
After receiving food from each 
vendor, attendants were given one 
ticket to use as a ballot. They ate 
downstairs in a dining hall, where 
free beverages were provided. Local 
radio stations, a disc jockey, music 
groups and dance teams entertained 
the people eating and waiting in line 
for food.
Kevin Sullivan, owner of The 
Connection and Jack’s Grill, said 
he hopes Ithaca College will pick 
up the tradition as well.
“It’s a good time, getting to in-
teract with customers and potential 
customers,” he said. “We’re waiting 
for Ithaca to do one.”
The Connection won First 
Place in 2006. Sullivan said The 
Connection’s secret weapon is its 
warm, gooey brownies.
The winning restaurant received 
a plaque, their name at the bottom 
of every e-mail sent to the Cor-
nell listserv and free magnets with 
order information for students.
Students tasted all night to 
decide whose late-night cuisine 
reigned supreme. Insomnia Cook-
ies killed the competition and won 
the title of Battle of the Late Night 
Foods Champion. This was the first 
win for the dessert delivery store, 
who was runner-up last year.
Shaun Semanyk, manager of In-
somnia Cookies, said she thought 
her business was too small to com-
pete with the other food vendors.
“I was actually kind of surprised,” 
she said.  “I thought a place with more 
food and not just cookies would win, 
but it’s awesome.”
Semanyk said she believes new 
recipes, such as coconut pecan, and 
the decision to serve mini-cookies 
rather than large ones, was what 
brought her restaurant the 2009 title.
“Otherwise it was the same thing 
— [we] just make sure we don’t burn 
the cookies,” she said.
Cornell University senior Andrew Demmert tastes different samples of food from ithaca’s late-night vendors Friday 
at Cornell’s annual Battle of the Late night Foods. insomnia Cookies took home the prize this year.
BRiAnA KeRenSKy/the ithACAn
to view a video 
of Maid-to-Shine 
in action go to 
theithacan.org/
go/09elbowgrease.
to view a video 
of the late-night 
vendors in action go 
to theithacan.org/
go/09foodchamps.
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by Whitney faber  
Staff writer
A beautiful spread of colorful and 
edgy fashion photos sits on a starch-
white counter as Anna Wintour, edi-
tor in chief of Vogue magazine, walks 
slowly down the line of photographs. 
“No,” she says pushing a few of the 
pictures out of the line. No one ques-
tions or fights her 
words, because at 
the temple of Vogue, 
Wintour is God.
Meant to be a 
documentary about 
Anna’s professional 
work on the longest 
and most impor-
tant issue of Vogue, 
“The September Issue” quickly turns 
into a movie about the power play 
between Wintour and her staff. 
While the film does give an exclusive 
look at the mysterious figurehead 
stripped of her infamous sunglasses, 
it does little to give the audience an 
in-depth look at the magazine’s pro-
duction or the people involved. The 
film itself ends just as superficial as 
the people shown on the screen.
Director R.J. Cutler chooses to 
show only pieces of conversation 
said in passing about how much the 
magazine spends to create the Sep-
tember issue’s bloated 840 pages 
of content. Glossing over the es-
sence of the industry, Cutler shows 
little about what the industry is truly 
about — consumerism. 
Often known as the ice queen of 
fashion, Wintour instills just as much 
quivering and fear into the hearts of 
her staff as her fictional counterpart 
played by Meryl Streep in the 2006 
film “The Devil Wears Prada.”
There is one character, however, 
that is willing to stand up against 
Wintour’s all-powerful opinions. 
Flame-haired creative director Grace 
Coddington fights with Wintour on 
almost every spread she produces. 
Coddington becomes easily relatable, 
as she looks at the magazine more as 
creating beautiful art than making an 
off-putting elitist product.
One of the more amusing and 
endearing aspects of the film is that 
Cutler displays the Vogue employ-
ees’ keen awareness of the world’s 
view of the magazine industry. Each 
of them spouts lines about how the 
rest of the world would say that the 
industry is superficial and a waste, 
but they know better. Wintour her-
self explains in the beginning of the 
film that the people on the outside 
simply feel threatened by fashion for 
its power to expose insecurities.
The film often feels exaggerated, as 
the characters’ glamorous lives make 
them seem more quixotic than real. 
Adding comedic value to the film, 
Wintour’s personality is often so cold 
audiences can do nothing but chuckle 
at her unreal guardedness. In one 
scene, she sifts through photograph 
sheets of accessories for the issue, 
looking up at the staff and asking 
them what they could have possibly 
found refreshing about the looks.
Though content is sometimes 
lacking in parts, the film looks just 
as beautiful as the pages of the mag-
azine. Cutler works hard to make 
sure that each shot is as glamorous 
as Wintour’s life. The Vogue office 
itself is only shown in crisp and 
clean perfection. 
While the film may not give the 
audience much new information 
about producing such a high-profile 
publication, it does give a rare fly-
on-the-wall look at one of the most 
mysterious people in the industry. It’s 
not much, but the film does begin to 
chip away at the icy wall put up by the 
queen of Vogue. 
“The September Issue” was directed 
by R.J. Cutler.
‘Queen’ of Vogue makes film cold as ice
Weezer produces solid dance album
Anna Wintour, editor in chief of Vogue magazine, overlooks a fashion show in “The September Issue,” a documentary 
chronicling the production of the 2007 Vogue September issue — the largest issue of a magazine ever published.
 CourTeSy of roAdSIde ATTrACTIonS
by anne gould northgraves 
Staff writer
From the very first track on Weezer’s lat-
est album, “Raditude,” fans and newcomers 
will find it hard to deny its energetic beats 
and theme of celebration. 
Though the 10-song album is not com-
prised of solely original or consistently in-
spiring tracks, it is a typically upbeat col-
lection. It improves with each listening and 
surpasses the efforts of the band’s work over 
its 17-year history.
The first track, “(If You’re Wondering If I 
Want You To) I Want You To,” belies the sweet-
ness the band so often displays in songs like 
“Buddy Holly.” With endearing lyrics like “Your 
mom cooked meat loaf even though I don’t 
eat meat / I dug you 
so much, I took some 
for the team,” it’s no 
wonder the song was 
chosen to be the first 
single from “Raditude.” 
This ode to summer 
love sets a lighthearted, 
charming tone for the 
whole album.
A few of the songs, though, do not gel. 
The lyrics in the track “In the Mall” are as 
uninspiring as the actions they are sing-
ing about, “Take the elevator to the esca-
lator / Ride it down and start again.” The 
sixth track, “Tripping Down the Freeway,” 
is a lackluster effort compared to the better 
tracks on the album. Whereas most Wee-
zer songs have a distinctive hook, the song 
doesn’t have a catchy chorus or verse that 
listeners will remember. 
On the other hand, there are several 
atypical Weezer songs that provide a wel-
come respite from the generally guitar-
heavy pop of “Raditude,” and these prove to 
be the most successful efforts by Weezer. 
The fourth track, “Can’t Stop Partying” is a 
new development for the band, an electronic-
club song featuring a vocal appearance by Lil 
Wayne that calls attention to the very frivol-
ity it describes. “I gotta have Patrone, I gotta 
have the beat / I gotta have a lot of pretty girls 
around me,” front man Rivers Cuomo sings in 
an insistent way — too full of melancholy to 
sound like a celebration. 
The seventh track, “Love is the Answer,” 
jolts the listener with Hindi instrumental-
ization and singing, conveying a message 
of peace and love. The album’s final track, “I 
Don’t Want to Let You Go” ends “Raditude” 
on a sublime note. Emphasizing vocals as op-
posed to strong instrumentals, it’s the song 
with the most potential to connect deeply 
with listeners. 
“Raditude” may not be the most original 
album of the year, or even of Weezer’s ca-
reer, but overall the album is a fun celebra-
tion and a joyous alternative pop collection.
by andreW buraczenski 
aSSiStant photo editor
Switchfoot has made an effective switch in its 
sound. In the band’s seventh studio album, “Hello 
Hurricane,” the group uproots its well-known hard 
rock style and completely revamps it to include 
more electronic effects and acoustic elements. 
“Hello Hurricane” is a 
blast of emotion with lyrics 
drawing inspiration from 
contemporary global issues 
and the band members’ 
Christian faith.
The song “Mess of Me” 
raises a central point re-
garding society’s dependen-
cy on mainstream medicine. The opening lines of 
the song, “Ah, there ain’t no drugs to make me 
well,” show the band’s frustration with society’s 
drug abuse. Through nonstop punches of guitar 
riffs and drumbeats, Switchfoot pushes its hard-
hitting message.
If this new, dynamic taste of Switchfoot is 
any indication of the band’s future, then fans 
can expect nothing but the best — musically 
and lyrically. 
Band diversifies tone
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CourTeSy of SpoT x STudIo
CourTeSy of dGC reCordS
Effective collaborations and catchy lyrics dominate LP
quickies
CourTeSy of ShAdy reCordS
CourTeSy of ISlAnd reCordS
CourTeSy of WArner broS.
“ignoRe the ignoRAnt”
the cribs 
Warner bros.
Smith guitarist Johnny Marr 
joins these British rockers on 
their sophomore Lp, examining 
the pleasures and challenges 
of adolescence.
CompIled by SAm fAnburG
“befoRe i self-destRuct” 
50 cent 
shady records
though 50 may have lost some of 
his credibility after his sales war 
with Kanye, his sound is still dark 
and aggressive in this new release.
“the ciRcle”
bon Jovi 
island records
the perennial Jersey rockers are 
back with a country-influenced  
album that almost makes mullets 
and ripped jeans sound hip.
“i got a story to tell” (1997)
notorious b.i.g. 
the legendary MC does exactly 
what he sets out to do — telling 
an illustrative story of his life  
in Bed-Stuy.
—SAm fAnburG 
“sexual healing” 
hot chip 
art rockers hot Chip rework this 
sensual, sexual triumph into a 
creepy, stalkerish song full of desire 
and yearning.
“stillness is the moVe”
solange knowles 
Beyoncé’s talented younger sister 
takes on the dirty projector’s hit with 
sultry, beautiful vocals and a Snoop 
dogg sample.
“telephone”
lady gaga ft. beyoncé 
these two diva superstars combine 
for this electro-smash sure to appeal 
to all pop-crazy audiences.
CompIled by SAm fAnburG
Accent’s Oldie But Goodie
fileTracks we’ve  got on repeat 
single
[       ]ticket stub
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Psychic warriors crack up audience members
By AlexAndrA PAlomBo 
StaFF writEr
A special sector of the U.S. mili-
tary specializes in war, drugs, New 
Age philosophy and farm animals. 
It sounds strange, but “The Men 
Who Stare at Goats” makes more 
sense than it appears.
“The Men Who Stare at Goats” 
starts with Brig. Gen. Dean Hop-
good (Stephen Lang) staring in-
tensely at a wall, convincing himself 
that he possesses 
the ability to pass 
through solid mat-
ter. He runs full 
speed at the wall, 
hitting the barrier. 
He falls flat on his 
back, discouraged 
that he didn’t pass 
through it.
Dean is a mem-
ber of the U.S. Army’s 1st Earth Bat-
talion, a group of soldiers, led by Bill 
Django (Jeff Bridges), who believe 
they are trained psychic warriors. 
The film — based on a true story 
written by British journalist Jon 
Ronson — is about an underground 
group started at the beginning of 
the 21st century exposed to the 
public by Michigan reporter Bob 
Wilton (Ewan McGregor).
After finding out that his wife 
is leaving him for his editor, Bob 
decides to go to the Middle East 
and become a war correspondent. 
He meets Lyn Cassady (George 
Clooney), a trash man who is se-
cretly part of the 1st Earth Bat-
talion. He decides to follow Cas-
sady over the border to Iraq. He 
travels alongside the program for 
his story, where he learns about 
Bill, fellow warrior Larry Hooper 
(Kevin Spacey), and the most bi-
zarre training program in the 
military sector.
The movie obviously is intended 
to be weird and unbelievable, but it 
was a little over the top at times. 
Seeing Clooney stare intensely at a 
goat trying to stop its heart is cer-
tainly unusual, yet hilarious. 
The movie incorporates ac-
tual footage of the Iraq war 
and speeches from President 
George W. Bush, as well as real 
articles and news reports about 
Ronson’s research. 
The cast is stellar — fully rel-
ishing in the insanity of the story 
and the eccentricities of their 
characters. Bridges once again 
wears his “Big Lebowski” beard, 
hippie braid and Native Ameri-
can jewelry — the token hippie 
in the U.S. Armed Forces with no 
shortage of madness. Sometimes 
it seems like Bridges is reprising 
his role as “The Dude,” but for the 
purpose of his character, it works.
The movie brilliantly captures 
the ridiculous underbelly of war. 
For years, people have heard 
about insane governmental pro-
grams and conspiracy theories. 
The plot plays off of this curiosity 
and manages to make it funny. By 
taking an already unpopular war 
in the Middle East and showing 
another facet of military training 
in a comedic light, the film proves 
to be a satiric social commentary 
on the state of war and the U.S. 
media today.
The movie falters on some 
jokes, though. Throughout the 
movie, the 1st Earth Battalion 
soldiers are referred to as “Jedi,” 
which is funny if viewers remem-
ber McGregor as a Jedi in the 
“Star Wars” prequels. Unfortu-
nately, the reference gets old. 
The joke about running through 
walls gets reused a few times. 
While the physical comedy is 
amusing, the joke recycling could 
probably be avoided. Surprisingly, 
goats aren’t the butt of most of 
the jokes. They’re featured promi-
nently in the title and on the movie 
poster but are barely used in the 
film until the final 20 minutes. For 
such a leading character in the 
commercials, the goats seem like 
an afterthought.
The movie was not as side-split-
ting or slapstick as the previews 
suggested. That isn’t to say the 
movie isn’t funny or worth seeing. 
It is a solid farce of a film with a tal-
ented cast and great writing. “The 
Men Who Stare at Goats” is timely 
and tongue-in-cheek, as long as 
audience members are willing to 
suspend their disbelief and follow 
the story line.
“The Men Who Stare at Goats” 
was written by Peter Straughan and 
directed by Grant Heslov.
‘The Men Who Stare at Goats’ successfully mixes humor with wild stupidity
From left, Larry Hooper (Kevin Spacey) and Lyn Cassady (George Clooney) pass the time as they wait for another 
assignment. Spacey and Clooney act as military officers who believe they can make the heartbeats of goats stop.
CourteSy oF overture FiLmS
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Chanel’s backstory sheds light on fashion icon
By melAnie ShermAn 
StaFF writEr
Each scene in “Coco Before Chanel” gives au-
diences a glimpse into the mind of a genius by 
putting a face on one of the world’s most famous 
fashion designers.
“Coco Before Chanel,” loosely based 
on the book “L’irrégulière” by Edmonde 
Charles-Roux, chronicles the life of Gabrielle 
“Coco” Chanel (Audrey Tau-
tou) in the years leading up 
to her big break in the fash-
ion world. The film recounts 
Chanel’s life from her mea-
ger start to her time living 
with Baron Étienne Balsan, 
who christened her “Coco” 
and helped launch her into society. Chanel began 
making hats for Balsan’s wealthy friends, gaining 
access to aristocratic French society. 
The film takes the simple story of Chanel and 
turns it into a feature on her time at Balsan’s 
castle. For some movies this could prove to be 
problematic, but “Coco Before Chanel” handles 
it with ease by focusing more on Chanel’s inter-
actions with the people in the castle rather than 
just on the setting. There are few moments when 
the audience can get bored with the seemingly 
plain landscape.
Using the French countryside as its back-
drop, the film draws the audience in with views 
of green fields and vast castles. Director Anne 
Fontaine captures the countryside of Chanel’s 
homeland in the early 1900s flawlessly, show-
ing the time Chanel spent at Balsan’s castle 
with sweeping shots of the colossal castle 
complemented by Chanel, dressed to perfec-
tion in the time of corsets and oversized hats. 
The film clearly exemplifies the growing taste 
of Chanel, who would commonly take men’s 
shirts to make dresses. She kept her style sleek 
and classic, which gave her label the reputa-
tion it still holds today.
Tautou could not have been better suited to 
play Chanel. A talented actress made famous for 
her role in the film “Amelie,” Tautou perfectly 
personifies Chanel’s no-nonsense ideal. She cap-
tures her sardonic, biting attitude and even close-
ly resembles her, something audiences might not 
find in most biopics. 
Benoît Poelvoorde’s quick-witted Balsan is 
well suited to Tautou’s almost snarky Chanel. 
The two make for a great pairing throughout the 
film. Evident in the way he behaves, it is obvi-
ous that Balsan cares about Chanel in a way he 
would like to avoid, in order to keep his playboy 
status. Praise must also be given to Alessandro 
Nivola as Arthur “Boy” Capel, the suave, hand-
some Brit who sweeps in to throw everything 
out of order. He is charming and lovable, and 
the audience cannot help but root for the pos-
sible love between him and Chanel. Emmanuelle 
Devos’ performance as the cheeky, over-the-top 
Emilienne d’Alençon — the first person to be-
friend Chanel at the castle — is also noteworthy.
While the film is beautifully done, comple-
mented by a gorgeous score by Alexandre Des-
plat, it does have a few flaws. The end, leading 
up to the rise of the empire, feels a bit rushed. 
Much of the movie is organic and free flowing, 
almost documentarylike, but the ending jumps 
a bit too quickly to her rise to fame. Other parts 
of the film seem to plod along a bit too slowly. 
It leaves the audience waiting for something 
monumental to happen, but big moments never 
come to light. The complexity of Chanel herself 
seems to outweigh these problems with the film, 
allowing the audience to understand the bigger 
picture: the dynasty of Chanel and the simple 
life that led to it.
“Coco Before Chanel” was written and directed 
by Anne Fontaine.
Coco Chanel (Audrey tautou) works on a hat, 
which was the item that launched her career.
CourteSy oF Sony piCtureS
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cinemapolis
the Commons 277–6115
amelia 
9:20 p.m. and 
Weekends 4:20 p.m.
an education 
7:10 and 9:10 p.m. and 
Weekends 2:10 and 4:10 p.m.
bright star 
7:15 p.m. and 
Weekends 2:15 p.m.
coco before chanel HHH1/2
7:05 p.m. and 
Weekends 2:05 p.m.
the damned united 
9:15 p.m. and 
Weekends 4:15 p.m.
a serious man HHH
7:20 and 9:30 p.m. and
Weekends 2:20 and 4:30 p.m.
regal stadium 14
Pyramid Mall 266-7960
2012 
11:20 a.m., 12:20 p.m., 1:50 p.m., 
2:45 p.m., 3:40 p.m., 5:20 p.m.,  
6:30 p.m., 7:10 p.m., 9:20 p.m., 
10:10 p.m., 11:20 p.m., 12:40 a.m.
the blind side 
10:40 a.m., 11:40 a.m., 1:40 p.m., 
3:15 p.m., 4:40 p.m., 6:40 p.m.,  
7:45 p.m., 9:50 p.m., 10:50 p.m., 
12:50 a.m.
couples retreat H
6:20 p.m., 9:10 p.m., 12:20 a.m.
disney’s a christmas carol 
10:15 a.m., 1:10 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 
6:10 p.m., 8:50 p.m., 11:10 p.m.
the men who stare at goats 
HHH1/2
11:50 a.m., 2:30 p.m., 5:10 p.m., 
8:10 p.m., 10:40 p.m.
michael jackson’s this is it 
11:10 a.m.
pirate radio 
12:10 p.m., 4:15 p.m., 6:50 p.m., 
9:30 p.m., 12:10 a.m.
planet 51 
11:30 a.m., 2:15 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 
7:20 p.m., 9:40 p.m.
the twilight saga: new moon 
10 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 11 a.m.,  
12 p.m., 1 p.m., 1:30 p.m., 2 p.m.,  
3 p.m., 4 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 5 p.m.,  
6 p.m., 7 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 8 p.m.,  
9 p.m., 10 p.m., 10:30 p.m., 11 p.m., 
12 a.m., 1 a.m.
where the wild things are 
HHHH
10:50 a.m., 1:20 p.m., 3:50 p.m.
cornell cinema
104 willard Straight Hall 255-3522
For more information, visit  
http://cinema.cornell.edu.
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for rent
3 Bedrm Apt on Hudson St. with parking call 
272-5210 or 279-8110.
An apartment with no hassle. Hudson 
Heights Studio Apartments are located next 
to IC. We are renting for the next school year 
2009-2010. We have one opening starting 
immediately. We are also renting for January 
1, 2010, for the Spring Semester (6 months) 
$700/m, or a year. The rent includes: 
furniture, all utilities, parking, garbage and 
recycling, with laundry rooms on the complex. 
Call Cliff at 607-273-8473 cell 280-7660 for 
an appointment Web site www.hhithaca.com.   
3 Bedroom house/apt. for 2010-11. 
Furnished, walking distance to campus,       
free parking, maintenance free. Very clean. 
Call 220-8779 Travis.
3 Bedroom. 2 Living Rooms. 1.5 baths. 205 
Prospect St. Remodeled, furnished, fresh 
paint. 450+. No pets. Free parking. Call  
339-1450 or 339-8167.                
   Ask for Tim, John or Harry.
APARTMENTS and HOUSES                                 
FOR NEXT YEAR                                
Various locations on South Hill and Downtown 
near The Commons. All sizes, from one 
bedroom up to eight bedrooms. Fully 
furnished. Nice condition, with parking and 
laundry. Now is the time for the best selection. 
For a full list, visit PPMhomes.com.
Now renting 2010-2011 4 Bedroom houses 
fully furnished off-street parking close to IC 
call 607-592-0152.
2010-11 Six-bedroom:                                   
3 bedrooms/unit, Prospect St. 201             
Fully furnished, appliances including dish 
washers, microwaves, two full bathrooms/
unit, spacious dining rooms, laundry 
facilities, utilities and private parking included   
Please call: 607-272-6889 or e-mail: 
jag1023@hotmail.com. 
Now renting for 2010/2011 2- 8 bedroom 
apartments and houses in South Hill 
and Downtown. Call today or visit our 
Web site at: certifiedpropertiesinc.com             
Certified Properties of TC, Inc. 273-1669.
Ithaca Solar Townhouses, 4 bedroom, 
furnished, 2 baths, fireplace, off-street 
parking right next to campus. For showing          
call 273-9300 or 277-1076.                   
View online: IthacaEstatesRealty.com.
3 to 6 person house on lake                           
5 minutes to downtown                         
Fall 2010                                           
607-327-0357.
3 to 6 bedroom houses for rent 2010                
Walking distance to IC furnished.                      
Call 607-327-0357.
2 bedroom house located at 224 
Pennsylvania Avenue. Available July 1. 
Off-street parking. Walking distance to IC 
Campus. $850 a month. Call Jeff 339-9285.
Spacious 3 BR. Apts. on The 
Commons, one of them remodeled.               
Includes Heat. Furnished and                        
for fall 2010. Call 607-272-7441.
for rent
NOW RENTING 2010/2011 1,3,4,5,6 
Bedroom Houses+Apt. Fully furnished off-
street parking close to IC. Call  
607-592-0150.
IthacaEstatesRealty.com                    
“Live on the Hill”                                               
Suburban Rentals                                                        
Next to campus.
Newly Renovated 3 Bedroom furnished apt. 
washer and dryer                               
607-272-3389 avramisrentals@aol.com.
PRIME STUDENT HOUSING ACT FAST  
Available for the 2010-2011 academic year 
from studio to six bedroom. Close to campus. 
Rentals are safe and affordable. Visit us at 
rentingithaca.com for more information.
Spacious 3, 4, 5 or 8 bedroom apartment 
available on 316 S. Aurora St. lease 
starts August ’10. On-site laundry and 
parking available. Utility included. Contact 
Connie at 255-0789 for an appt. or             
e-mail ck236@cornell.edu.
Lovely 4, 5, 6 Br Houses. 6 on Pleasant. 5 
on Green. 4 on Prospect. Parking available. 
Call 272-5210 for 2010-2011.
Fully Furnished Ithaca College Student 
Houses. Located on Kendall & Pennsylvania 
Ave. 10-11 School Year. Call 607-273-9221.
918 Danby Rd. 4 Bedroom, 2 1/2 baths,         
furnished fireplace, lake view, off-street              
parking, walk to campus. For showing call        
273-9300 or 227-1076.                            
View online: IthacaEstatesRealty.com.
GREAT HOUSING FOR RENT                        
Now leasing for 2010. One, Two and Four 
Bedrooms, furnished. Off-street parking. 
Right next to campus. Now taking deposits. 
Please call 607-273-9300 or 607-227-1076 
IthacaEstatesRealty.com.
ONE and TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
Several locations near IC and near 
The Commons. Most are furnished, 
with parking and some utilities 
included. Professional management.               
New listings have just been                       
posted at PPMhomes.com.
THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS                  
We have a great selection on South Hill, with 
listings on Aurora Street, East Spencer, South 
Cayuga, and Prospect Street. Nice condition. 
Most have laundry, parking, and free Internet 
service. Some have all utilities paid by 
landlord! Leases start in June and August.      
For a full list, visit PPMhomes.com.
SOUTH HILL 4 BR HOUSE CONVENIENT TO 
IC & COMMONS. Parking, furnished, 2 full 
baths, d/w, w/d & deck $525+/person. For 
appt 607-227-6237. 
Available January 1, 2010 unfurnished 
2 bedroom apartment located in quiet 
residential area. Off-street parking and 
access to South Hill’s nature trail. Water 
included. Tenant responsible for electric. No 
pets or smoking. References will be required. 
Please contact Nancy Parrott at 277-2740 or 
e-mail at nonparro@aol.com.
for rent
Apartments and houses for rent for the            
fall 2010 school year,                           
walking distance to Ithaca College.                    
607-342-5994 or 607-272-1115.
3 & 5 Bedroom Apartments for rent,               
1 mile IC                                     
607-279-6052.
212 Hudson St 3BR 2 parking spots. Living 
room and dining room furnished. Laundry 
339-1137.
Forest Home 2 bdrm apt. over empty garage. 
New rugs, large deck, use of washer/
dryer, basement below. 1 mile to campus 
across from Cornell plantation. $875.             
Contact John at 209-770-0452 or at 
johncsundell@yahoo.com.
SOUTH HILL 4 BR HOUSE CONVENIENT TO 
IC & COMMONS. Parking, furnished, 2 full 
baths, d/w, w/d & deck $525+/person. For 
appt 607-227-6237. 
notices
CNY most complete HydroShop Greentree 
Hydro 308 Elmira Rd Next to BankAmerica 
272-3666 
www.greentreeithaca.com.
for sale
Grow Lights and Hydroponics Greentree 
Hydro 308 Elmira Rd Next to BankAmerica 
272-3666 
www.greentreeithaca.com. 
sublet
Large 1 bedroom sublet available  
now or spring 2010 semester  
with IC staff family private bath. 
351-5372 kserbonich@ithaca.edu.
employment
Mystery Shoppers. Part-time or Full-time 
worker. Work 2-3 hours per week from your 
PC around your schedule. Earn a good p/t 
or f/t income. We are currently searching. 
Earn $600-$1,000 per day. Experience 
necessary. E-mail at Woodytextiles@aol.com 
for details.
SIGHTSEEINGProfessor visits national parks and monuments, page 13 OPINION ARE WE COMPROMISING OUR REPUTATION?, PAGE 10
SPORTS TRAINERS HELP STUDENTS GET FIT, PAGE 23
PHOTO FINISH BOMBERS WIN HOME OPENER, PAGE 28
find more. online. www.theithacan.org
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College  faces discriminationinvestigation
BY ALLISON MUSANTE 
MANAGING EDITOR
Ithaca College is under investigation for a com-
plaint alleging discrimination against its students, staff 
and faculty with mobility impairments, particularly in 
accessing most campus facilities, 
including residence halls, academ-
ic buildings and parking lots.
The Office of Civil Rights, a 
subagency of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education, is investigat-
ing a complaint filed April 8, ac-
cording to Jim Bradshaw, press 
officer at the U.S. Department of 
Education. Bradshaw could not 
release details about the inves-
tigation, including the name of 
the complainant or if and when 
an OCR representative would be visiting campus 
to investigate the facilities, because of the Federal 
Privacy Act.The complaint has four components: 43 differ-
ent facilities are inaccessible; the college discrimi-
nates by denying requests for accessible housing; 
campus parking lots do not have the required 
number of accessible parking spots; and there are 
no curb ramps en route to Williams Hall. 
Dave Maley, associate director of media rela-
tions, said that the allegations pertain to “mobility-
impaired” students and staff. He said the college 
believes it is in compliance with all regulations of 
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the American 
Disabilities Act. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973 prohibits discrimination of the basis of 
disability in all programs and activities that receive 
federal financial assistance, including colleges.  
“We have buildings built prior to the enact-
ment of these federal laws, and there was grand-
fathering that took place,” Maley said. “There were 
exemptions, so we believe that while we are in 
compliance with the laws as they apply to us, we 
also recognize that there may be some facilities on 
campus that are not completely accessible.”
Maley and Bradshaw would not release names of 
specific facilities in question because the investigation is 
ongoing. Bradshaw said the results of the investigation 
would be released upon completion; the process usually 
takes six months. Maley said he believes this is the first 
complaint against the college of this nature.
Leslie Schettino, director of Academic Support 
Services for Students with Disabilities, said her of-
fice supports about 480 students; about 20 have 
mobility impairments. She said in the 14 years that 
she has been director, each year her office typically 
supports between 420 and 450 students. 
She also said that during that time, she has felt her 
office consistently requires additional funding and 
staff to better meet students’ individual needs. She 
has a staff of two professionals, two part-time em-
ployees, two administrative assistants, one technol-
ogy specialist and a handful of student workers. 
“One of our staff members is housed in another 
building entirely,” she said. “Our biggest problem is 
[having enough] space.”According to Carl Sgrecci, vice president of 
finance and administration, the college allocates 
$70,000 a year to improve accessibility, such as 
funding more wheelchair ramps and elevators.
Bashar Hanna, associate provost for programs 
and initiatives, said Academic Enrichment Ser-
vices, which includes Schettino’s office, hasn’t pro-
posed a formal request for a budget increase.
“All Ithaca students, including those that have 
physical disabilities, should recognize that I’m 
very confident in Ithaca College’s ability to meet 
What went wrong?
BY MALLORY DIAMOND 
SENIOR WRITER
As Ithaca College struggles with the 
impact of a 25 percent over-enrollment in 
first-year students this fall, a look at peer in-
stitutions shows the college is facing these 
challenges alone. Data gathered from regional institu-
tions as well as New American Colleges 
and Universities, institutions to which the 
college traditionally compares itself, show 
no statistical evidence of significant over-
enrollment elsewhere. These colleges and universities, which 
met or modestly exceeded their enrollment 
goals, shared four basic enrollment strate-
gies: a small percent increase in tuition, a 
minimal increase in the discount rate for 
first-year students, increased communica-
tion with prospective students and little-to-
modest increase in acceptance rates.
Ithaca followed a similar enrollment 
strategy: It increased tuition by just 4.75 
percent, increased the discount rate for 
first-year students by 4 percent and en-
hanced recruitment strategies. Its accep-
tance rate, however, increased dramatically.
Of the college’s 12,752 total applicants, 
9,471 were accepted. This marks a signifi-
cant jump in the college’s acceptance rate 
of first-year students, from 59.2 percent last 
year to 74.9 percent this year, an overall in-
crease of 15.7 percent.This increased acceptance rate may have 
played the key role in the college’s over- 
enrollment problem. Carl Sgrecci, vice president of finance 
and administration at the college, said he 
has not encountered any other institution 
that has exceeded its target enrollment by 
25 percent and described the college’s over-
enrollment as “off the charts.” 
“Increased [acceptance rate] is cer-
tainly a factor,” Sgrecci said. “We thought 
we had to accept more students to get our 
class target because we figured the yield 
might decline.”Sgrecci also attributed this year’s over-
enrollment to fears resulting from the 
economic downturn, as well as increased 
volatility from the previous year’s freshman 
class, which was under-enrolled by around 
200 students.  “We simply could not afford to miss our 
class two years in a row,” Sgrecci said. 
Donald Saleh, vice president of enroll-
ment management at Syracuse University, 
said there was a lot of concern about the 
economic downturn and it was hard to re-
sist panicking in “a very difficult year.”
Despite this increased pressure to reach 
City to determine fate of residents of the Jungle
BY ARCHANA MENON 
SENIOR WRITERTucked away behind the rail-
road tracks in Ithaca’s West End 
exists a small community known 
as the Jungle — a place some Ithaca 
homeless call home. Tents are 
scattered at random spots, each 
alive in a style of its own, showing 
a freedom from society that drives 
this group of people together. The Jungle h o u s e s three to four people year-round, while 
others come and go to visit 
their friends. Joe Lotito, a Jungle resident, 
built a home there three years ago. 
He set himself up in a tent deco-
rated with his own art and com-
plete with a rain cover, bed and ra-
dio. Since spring, the city has held 
numerous meetings to decide the 
fate of Joe’s home and the Jungle.  
The city’s building depart-
ment noted multiple city viola-
tions in the Jungle in early spring. 
City attorney Dan Hoffman 
said the violations include tres-
passing on private property, a lack 
of sanitary facilities in a residen-
tial area and open fires where the 
burning materials gave off pollut-
ants like plastic into the city. 
The city determined the prop-
erty belonged to the Norfolk 
Southern Corp. and sent a noti-
fication to them. The letter asked 
them to push the Jungle residents 
off the property or be charged 
$1,000 dollars per day, Rudy 
Husband, the railroad company’s 
spokesman, said. “We immediately went down 
and posted signs that they were 
trespassing on railroad property, 
and they would be subject to ejec-
tion if they did not leave,” he said. 
But no residents left the Jungle, 
which has been around for more 
than 70 years. Husband said the 
railroad company met with the 
city in early July, and the city de-See JUNGLE, page 4
See COMPLAINT, page 4
See ENROLLMENT, page 4
High acceptance rate may have been key factor  
in the college’s unique over-enrollment problem 
MALEY said a discrimination com-plaint against the college was filed.  
Frank, a frequent visitor of the Jungle, stands next to a memorial 
for a loved one Sunday afternoon in the Jungle. ALLISON USAVAGE/THE ITHACAN
SOURCE: OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
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View an audio slideshow of the Jungle at ithacan.org/
go/09jungle.
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RemembeR that time ... 
... the college accepted 75 percent of its applicants?
We never have trouble bringing you 
the stories on and off campus.  
the good, the bad, the ugly. News.
The  Ithacan
From the Bombers 
to the big celebs, we 
blog about it all.
Join the conversation.
ithacan.org/dailyblogs
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ACROSS
1 Driveway topper
4 Breeze or gale
8 Wield
11 Cats do it
13 Night attire
14 - Dawn Chong
15 Fake
17 Utterly miserable
19 Coach - Rockne
21 Bellboy’s bonus
22 With, to Henri
24 Want-ad abbr.
26 Renown
29 Takes on cargo
31 Barbecue extra
33 - Kippur
34 Such as, briefly
35 Watch secretly
37 Hosp. workers
39 Cosmic sound
40 Baby bear
42 - Wiedersehen
44 Bright flower
46 Deborah of films
48 Joke with
50 Comb producers
51 Nose-bag bit
53 Surf sounds
55 Kind of cracker
58 Rough drawing
61 Gold Medal org.
62 PC gadgets
64 Dry and withered
65 Utmost degree
66 Shade trees
67 Put on, as clothing
DOWN
1 Recipe meas.
2 Happy sighs
3 Gave off fumes
4 Put pen to paper
5 Moon of Jupiter
6 Bulls’ org.
7 Mortgage
8 Settle up beforehand
9 Natural resin
10 So far
12 Numskulls
16 Madame -Barry 
18 Skippy rival
20 Cartoon shriek
22 Smart - (wise guy)
23 Fuzzy
25 Above, in verse
27 North Woods animal
28 Oscar cousins
30 Workout facility
32 Stat for Federal Reserve
36 Hearty laugh
38 Buffalo pucksters
41 Bring up
43 Evergreen tree
45 Made a home
47 Go, team!
49 Rx directives
52 Like a house cat
54 Gold Rush st.
55 Rickey ingredient
56 Decay
57 Thousand gee’s
59 - -Magnon man
60 Cackler
63 About 0.4 in.
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By Allison MusAnte 
Managing Editor
For senior Julie Kruger, stay-
ing off horses was never an option, 
even after a riding accident left her 
legally blind.
When Julie was competing in 
Florida in February 2003, her horse 
Lucky Times missed a jump, tripped 
and fell on top of her. The weight of the 
1,200-pound horse put pressure on 
Julie’s heart and caused more than 150 
fractures in her skull, as well as dam-
age to her optic nerves. The horse was 
not seriously injured in the accident.
But Julie would not allow the only 
major accident in her 18 years of rid-
ing to keep her out of the saddle.
“I’ve done this my whole life,” 
she said. “So getting back on the 
horse was never a question.”
When Julie came home to recov-
er in Verona, N.J., her mother, Susan, 
said she spotted her daughter on 
Lucky Times, trotting and cantering 
just two months after the accident.
“I remember looking out the 
barn window and seeing she’d set 
up four little jumps, and she was 
jumping,” Susan said. “The next day, 
it was eight jumps.”
Four months after her accident, 
Julie was back in the ring winning 
blue ribbons. 
Before college, Julie competed 
nearly every weekend up and down 
the east coast 11 months out of the 
year, Susan said. 
“We basically lived out of the 
car,” she said.
Now Julie, who has been captain 
of Ithaca College’s equestrian team 
since her freshman year, competes in 
the two highest collegiate divisions — 
open over fences and open on the flat.
Julie said the levels of blindness are 
different in each eye, but she cannot 
see anything directly in front of her. 
One eye has a blind spot in the center, 
the other is toward the top of her eye. 
She adapts by tilting her head or mov-
ing her eyes around the spots.
“It’s not blurry or anything – it’s 
just not there,” she said. 
Julie said her visual impairment 
makes it difficult to see jumps until 
she is a few strides in front of them. 
Sometimes she also mistakenly 
sees obstacles that don’t exist. 
But it’s impossible to detect her 
disability when she takes the ring, 
as she and the horse move as one, 
gliding over jumps without a hint 
of hesitation. Julie said she finds 
her confidence before each ride by 
simply trusting her abilities. 
Susan said Julie’s doctors aren’t 
sure how she still rides flawlessly. Con-
nie Sawyer, one of the team’s coaches, 
has known Julie since her freshman 
year. She said it’s a testament to Julie’s 
years of training and experience.
“When she started, we weren’t 
sure what we were getting ourselves 
into,” she said. “But she surprised us 
all with her abilities. She’s an inspi-
ration. She’s not just our captain, 
but our best rider too.”
The club’s president, junior Jes-
sica Carp, said Julie’s natural talent 
and dedication inspire the team.
“It’s kind of intimidating to get in 
the ring with her because she’s such a 
fantastic rider,” she said. “She always 
wants to get it right. It’s so important 
for her not necessarily to be perfect, 
but the best she can be.”
Julie started trotting lessons at age 
3. Her mother said she didn’t know 
then Julie would continue riding so 
long, but she knew Julie’s tenacity and 
love of horses would stay with her.
“She used to walk into our lo-
cal barn, and she knew the [lesson] 
schedule behind the desk,” Susan 
said. “If there was no name in one of 
the little boxes, Julie would put her 
name in the box. One day I looked 
up and asked, ‘Where’s Julie?’ and 
I’d see her in the ring. She was a 
little powerhouse.”
Julie’s father, Paul, said he could 
also see her passion at an early age.
“It was all she ever talked about 
in school,” he said. “Every doodle was 
a picture of a horse. Every paper she 
wrote — it was always about horses.”
Her parents said that’s why they 
knew their daughter’s accident 
wouldn’t stop her from riding.
“We’ve never looked back,” Su-
san said. “We’ve always just put one 
foot forward. We never said, ‘Oh, 
poor Julie,’ and Julie’s never said, 
‘Oh, poor me.’”
Susan said she’s thankful because 
the accident could have been much 
worse. Julie did not require any sur-
gery for her facial fractures.
“I can’t tell you it was the worst day 
of my life, but it actually turned out to 
be the best because we could’ve had 
an ugly ending,” Susan said. “I never 
thought she was going to die, but I 
knew God was watching over her.”
Paul, who wasn’t present at the 
accident, said the helicopter pilots 
who flew Julie to the hospital said 
they didn’t think she’d make it to the 
emergency room.
“She’s always been very feisty 
and a fighter,” he said. “That’s one 
of the reasons she got through what 
happened to her.”
Susan said Julie was thrown once 
before from a difficult pony.
“She stood up, and she was so 
mad,” she said. “She put her helmet 
in her hands, made little fists and 
stomped out of the arena. She got a 
standing ovation. She was 5 years old, 
and it was the cutest thing ever.”
Her parents said humor has been a 
large part of Julie’s recovery.
“We make a lot of blind jokes at 
home,” Susan said. “Sometimes if I 
say I can’t see because I’m not wear-
ing my glasses, she’ll say, ‘Welcome to 
my world.’”
Her father said he remembers a 
few nights after the accident, while he 
was watching an episode of “ER” deal-
ing with head trauma, Julie walked by 
with a surprising comment.
“‘Head trauma?’ she said. ‘I’ll 
show you head trauma,’” he said. “She 
wouldn’t let it affect her. Life goes on.”
Sawyer said it’s this sense of 
humor that makes Julie the team’s 
clown and keeps everyone relaxed 
during competition.
“We just love her,” Sawyer said. “We 
were a serious team prior to her arrival. 
But we were blindsided by Julie Kruger. 
We’ve never been the same ever since, 
and we’re all the better for it.”
Back
in the
Senior Julie Kruger continues  
to ride despite being legally blind
From left, Kim Lorenz and senior Julie Kruger discuss her third-place finish 
Saturday at the Morrisville State College Show at SUNY-Morrisville.
ALLiSoN USAvAge/The iThACAN
Senior Julie Kruger straps a saddle on Doo Dah before a riding lesson Friday 
at if only Farm in Freeville, N.Y. Doo Dah is her favorite horse at if only Farm.
JACqUeLiNe FiSher/The iThACAN
saddle
Senior captain Julie Kruger and Felix, a SUNY-
Morrisville horse, perform a jump during the 
club equestrian team’s meet Saturday at the 
Morrisville State College Show in Morrisville, N.Y.
ALLiSoN USAvAge/The iThACAN
to view a video 
of Kruger in ac-
tion check out 
theithacan.org/
go/09horse.
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Cory FranCer
The 
inside 
PiTch
Cory FranCer is a senior sport 
studies major. Contact him at 
cfrance1@ithaca.edu.
By Bryan Shay 
Staff Writer
For senior quarterback Brian Grastorf, it all 
came full circle. His first career start under center 
was much like his last — a win in the Cortaca Jug.
“It was nice to get those last two wins,” Grastorf 
said. “Finishing off strong as seniors was a great 
way to go out on top.”
The football team’s 
seniors finished off their 
careers at Ithaca, win-
ning three of four Cor-
taca Jug games and see-
ing the playoffs in two 
of their four seasons. 
But with three losses in 
2009, the Bombers failed to make the playoffs. 
Grastorf said the team’s fatal flaw this season 
was inconsistency.
“We didn’t play full games offensively and 
defensively,” Grastorf said.
The Bombers’ first loss came at the hands of 
Union College on Sept. 12 in the final seconds of 
the game. It was an upset loss in which the Bomb-
ers’ defense allowed nearly 200 rushing yards.
The South Hill squad bounced back nicely, win-
ning three straight games before falling 40–17 to 
rival St. John Fisher College on Oct. 10 for a fourth 
straight time. Two weeks later, the Bombers lost 
their second straight conference game on Oct. 31 
to Springfield College. It was a game during which 
Ithaca’s defense allowed a season-worst 47 points.
One of the Bombers’ biggest problems in the 
games they lost was not making proper second-
half adjustments. In the losses to Fisher and 
Springfield, Ithaca was outscored by a combined 
41 points in the third and fourth quarters.
But the Bombers’ defense came through at 
the season’s end, stringing together solid perfor-
mances in the season’s final two games. After al-
lowing an average of 23 points per game through 
the first eight games, and 34 points per game 
against winning teams, Ithaca allowed a total of 
just 30 points in its final two contests. Those final 
two games came against two of the better teams 
on the Blue and Gold’s schedule. 
Head Coach Mike Welch attributes his team’s 
improvements in defense to several players step-
ping up in the final two games of the season.
“[Sophomore] Ryan Clarke had two re-
ally outstanding games,” Welch said. “We 
were better on third downs and also created 
more turnovers. A lot of it also had to do with 
special teams.”
Clarke is one of the eight starters who will re-
turn for the Bombers’ defense in 2010. Offensive-
ly, the Bombers are projected to return six start-
ers. Sophomore cornerback Mike Conti said the 
last two games of the season helped build toward 
the team’s future.
“People were questioning our toughness, and 
we proved to the naysayers that we have what it 
takes,” Conti said. “Those last two wins give us a lot 
of off-season momentum.”
But Conti, who started in all 10 of the 
Bombers’ games in 2009, said he is aware that 
no starting position is safe.
“There is competition every day,” Conti said. 
“In spring ball, there is going to be competition. 
Come next year, a freshman could be starting. 
But between the youth and depth we have, we 
will be in a position to win.”
This depth allowed the Bombers to complete 
their 39th straight winning season with a 7–3 
record in 2009, which is the second-longest 
streak in all of college football. The talent the 
team will return in 2010 leaves the program look-
ing forward to a promising future.
From left, junior wide receiver Dan Ruffrage tries to get past SUNY-Cortland senior punter Kyle Peterson 
in the Bombers’ 23–20 win Saturday at the 51st annual Cortaca Jug at Butterfield Stadium.
ANDRew BURACzeNSKi/The iThACAN
Bombers finish season on win streak 
By Kevin MCCall 
Staff Writer
No Division III school has made 
as many appearances in the NCAA 
Division III Women’s Soccer Tourna-
ment as Ithaca College, yet the wom-
en’s soccer team has only two NCAA 
Championship titles to its name.
The main obstacles in the Blue 
and Gold’s quest for a national title 
have been William Smith College 
and defending Division III NCAA 
Champion Messiah College.
“They always seem to be in the 
tournament toward the very end 
when all the remaining teams are 
playing with high levels of passion 
and energy,” senior forward and mid-
fielder Amy Scheffer said.
Before a thrilling win at William 
Smith’s Cozzens Field on Sunday 
that ended in penalty kicks, the Her-
ons had beat the Bombers in four of 
the past six regular season games. 
Three of the four losses were decided 
by a single goal.
The Bombers’ 1–0 double-over-
time loss to William Smith on Sept. 
30 at Carp Wood Field was one of 
the team’s most bitter defeats this 
season. Ithaca was ranked second in 
the NCAA Eastern Region behind 
William Smith before the loss. Senior 
midfielder and forward Liz Masucci 
said she was frustrated by the team’s 
lack of execution in the match.
“We had some things go our 
way in that game and some things 
that went their way,” she said. “But 
it came down to us not being able 
to put one in the back of the net and 
getting beat on a late corner kick.”
There is additional fuel to the fire 
between the two schools, as Head 
Coach Mindy Quigg was captain and 
goalkeeper for the Herons’ 1988 Na-
tional Championship team. William 
Smith Head Coach Aliceann Wilber 
coached Quigg in her time there. Six-
teen seasons and 10 playoff berths 
later, Quigg is still looking for her first 
national title as a coach. 
“It’s less about the fact that I 
played for [Wilber] and more about 
how we usually end up being the top 
two teams in the state when we play 
each other,” Quigg said.
Messiah spoiled the Bombers’ 
dream of a national championship 
in back-to-back seasons in 2006 and 
2007. This season, the Bombers had 
played their second regular season 
game at Messiah, and though they 
lost 4–1, junior defender Kelly Gan-
non said the game helped the team 
realize they could compete with high 
levels of talent in Division III soccer.
“Coach Quigg does a good job of 
getting us challenging, nonconfer-
ence opponents early in the season 
so we know the caliber of teams we 
have to face if we can get to the re-
gional playoffs,” she said.  
Quigg said preseason scrimmages 
at Cornell University and the Univer-
sity of Rochester helped the team ex-
perience playofflike competition.
“Our scrimmages were great op-
portunities for our team, and espe-
cially the younger players, to make 
progress before getting some regular 
season action,” she said.
In order to continue in the post-
season and take down Rowan Univer-
sity on Saturday, Quigg said her team 
has to be consistent and play with the 
same one-game-at-a-time mind-set as 
it has in the past.
“We’ll have a lot to look forward 
to if we continue to train hard and 
are focused on each individual task at 
hand,” she said. “A lot of our success 
this year and in season’s past has to 
do with personality, a good attitude 
and hard work — and we put a lot of 
pride in all of those traits.”
Squad faces tough competition in NCAA playoff run
From left, junior midfielder Kelley hand dribbles past Stevens institute of 
Technology junior Kara Pepe in the Bombers’ win Nov. 7 at Carp wood Field.
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With Thanksgiving one week away and most of the campus 
heading home, here are some 
things to consider while stuffing 
your face full of turkey and being 
the creepy college kid who goes 
back to watch your high school’s 
football team every year.
 While it can be hard to remem-
ber how important the holiday 
truly is, make sure you’re keeping 
the tradition of our forefathers and 
remember to be thankful for all 
we have. To help, here are my top 
five reasons to be thankful for the 
upcoming sports season:
 1. The announcement of the 
American and National league 
MVPs: After a long baseball sea-
son, it’s time to recognize the two 
men that meant the most to their 
respective teams and give them 
the honor they deserve. As always, 
this should be a close race in both 
leagues, and the winner should 
come as a surprise — or it will just 
be Pujols and Mauer.
 2. College football bowl week: 
For as much crap as the Bowl 
Championship Series takes every 
year, college football bowl games 
still provide for some of the most 
exciting and entertaining games 
of the season. Just because a com-
puter comes up with the match-
ups, it doesn’t mean the players 
want to win any less. 
 3. The NHL Winter Classic: 
What’s better than playing hockey 
outdoors? After last year’s matchup 
of the Detroit Red Wings and the 
Chicago Blackhawks at Wrigley 
Field, the NHL sticks with a classic 
baseball stadium for this year’s 
game — pitting the Philadelphia 
Flyers against the Boston Bruins at 
Fenway. I, for one, cannot wait to 
see a hockey game with the Green 
Monster as the backdrop.
 4. Ithaca women’s soccer in 
the playoffs: For those of you who 
have not been paying attention, 
Ithaca’s women’s soccer team is 
really good. Like really, really good. 
So far they have already taken 
down Muhlenberg College and 
William Smith College in the first 
two rounds of the NCAA playoffs 
and will now head to the sectional 
semifinal against Rowan Univer-
sity. If there is one team that has a 
chance to bring a national title to 
South Hill this season, this is it.
 5. A few more games of the 
AFL throwback uniforms: These 
are some of the greatest uniforms 
ever worn in professional sports, 
and it’s a shame they have gone 
away. Though there are some ter-
rible ones (Denver), the good ones 
(New England and San Diego) are 
so great they should consider going 
back to the originals.
 Even when it looks like the 
school work will never stop, and 
there is nothing on ESPN except 
for where LeBron is playing next 
year or why Ochocinco is get-
ting fined again, take some time 
to reflect on all we have to be 
thankful for this season.
Remembering 
to give thanks
Check out cover-
age of the Blue 
and Gold’s win over 
SUNY-Cortland at 
theithacan.org/go/
games.
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By Nate Bickell 
staff writer
Freshman Jenn Randall punched 
her ticket to nationals immediately 
following the NCAA Atlantic Re-
gional Championships as she picked 
up a sixth-place overall finish. But 
the rest of the women’s cross country 
team would have to wait 24 hours to 
know if they would be joining her for 
a road trip to Ohio this weekend. 
Word filtered down from Head 
Women’s Track Coach Jennifer Pot-
ter, who had inside knowledge as 
a member of the NCAA regional 
board. She relayed the message to As-
sistant Coach Erin Dinan who called 
each member of the team to let her 
know the Bombers were selected 
as an at-large entry and would be 
competing at the NCAA Division III 
National Championships. 
This makes 10 straight years of 
nationals appearances for the Bomb-
ers, establishing a new record for 
consecutive entrances. Head Coach 
Bill Ware said the talent his incom-
ing teams have brought with them 
to Ithaca College has helped prepare 
them for the postseason.
“You can’t make chicken salad out 
of chicken poo,” Ware said.
Having accomplished the goal they 
had been focusing on, the Bombers 
will need to refocus and regroup to 
bring the same intensity to nationals 
as they did to regionals.
Senior Amanda Boccio said the 
nerves she had leading up to the race 
gradually increased as the final week 
of training went on. She said the 
team didn’t talk about the race much 
in the beginning of the week, but on 
the eve of the race, she felt the gravity 
of the moment. 
“It’s a little nerve-racking,” she said. 
“Especially for the seniors.”
Randall did what has become 
expected of her, as she performed 
much like she did in her first race at 
SUNY-Oswego when she placed first 
overall at the meet to lead the Bomb-
ers to a first-place finish.
Randall said she felt nervous 
standing on the starting line because, 
instead of seven teams on the line, 
this time there were 33, and a trip 
to nationals was at stake. Once the 
race started, Randall said she relaxed 
and even smiled when she passed the 
Bombers’ cheering contingency at 
the one-mile mark. 
“I felt more comfortable once 
the race started and I got into my 
rhythm,” Randall said. 
Randall passed four runners from 
her initial position of 10th to fin-
ish sixth in the race. She was the top 
freshman and top Bomber in the race.
The entire team moved up in 
place as the race went on, and none 
more so than sophomore Heidi 
Baumbach. Baumbach was in 60th 
place at the one-mile mark, but her 
strategy of relaxing at the begin-
ning paid big dividends as she cut 
her place almost in half during the 
remainder of the six-kilometer race 
to finish 34th overall and third on the 
team for her best finish all season. 
Baumbach said her solid perfor-
mance was because of the week of 
training leading up to the race. 
“I really tried to focus throughout 
the week,” she said.
From the start of preseason, Ware 
said the Bombers have focused almost 
exclusively on qualifying for the na-
tional championships and establishing 
a new standard for consecutive trips 
to nationals in program history. 
Last year the team underper-
formed at nationals, ranking 25th 
entering the race and finishing 29th. 
However, Ware said this year having 
three seniors potentially in the top five 
will prevent a letdown. The Bombers 
head into nationals again ranked 25th 
in the country, and Boccio said per-
forming up to that ranking or better 
will be their goal.
From left, senior Bridget Hastings and junior Catherine Ortiz keep pace with the competition at the NCAA Atlantic 
Regional Championships on Saturday in Mount Morris, N.Y. The Bombers finished fourth in the field of 33 teams.
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Gaining momentum
Women’s cross country team set 
for the starting line at nationals
By casey Musarra 
sports editor
This season, the men’s basketball team 
starts off with five consecutive out-of-confer-
ence games, facing some of the best competi-
tion it will see all year.
“If you play some tough opposition early 
on, it prepares you for conference play,” Head 
Coach Jim Mullins said. “That may fly in the 
face of what a lot of people believe. Some peo-
ple say that you need some easy games so kids 
can get their confidence up.”
The Blue and Gold opened their season 
Monday with a 108–93 win over Hobart 
College, a nonconference opponent, on the 
road. Their first conference game is sched-
uled for Dec. 4 against Hartwick College in 
Ben Light Gymnasium. At the start of 2010, 
the Bombers’ regular season schedule has 
nothing but Empire 8 opponents on it.
Mullins said the win over Hobart was 
just what the young team needed to build 
its confidence.
“The kids did an exceptional job,” he said. 
“We were down by 13, and they didn’t panic. 
They didn’t even look fazed.”
Last season, the Blue and Gold were a 
perfect 9–0 against out-of-conference op-
ponents, and senior guard Will Gaskins 
said they will strive for the same success 
this season.
“The out-of-conference games are always 
really important in terms of regional rank-
ings,” he said. “It’s important to get out there 
and play teams from the area and really make 
a statement. With last year, we had a lot of big 
out-of-conference wins, and that really helped 
us move up the rankings both nationally and 
within the region.”
If the Bombers win their first game against 
Endicott College in this weekend’s Ken Wright 
’52 Invitational at Amherst College, they 
could potentially face off against Amherst, 
who is ranked No. 25 in the country. Mullins 
said he doesn’t look into preseason polls too 
much, though. He said the team is just looking 
to get past Endicott.
“Like all coaches, the thing to really strive 
for is just gradual improvement from day to 
day,” he said. “It so often sounds like cliché, 
and I guess that’s how clichés become gospel, 
because they’re speaking the truth.”
Despite the South Hill squad’s domina-
tion outside of the Empire 8 last year, Mul-
lins said he has doubted his scheduling 
choices in past seasons, but the strength of 
schedule ultimately depends on the person-
ality of the team.
“You don’t know how they’re going to re-
act,” Mullins said. “Some kids, if things are go-
ing bad early on, they just pull themselves into 
a shell and feel sorry for themselves, and you 
really can’t tell if your scheduling was intelli-
gently done or if you made mistakes.”
Sophomore guard Jordan Marcus said 
starting off the season strong against noncon-
ference teams will put the Bombers in better 
position to take on Empire 8 opponents later 
in the year.
“Playing against good competition only 
makes you better, win or lose,” Marcus said. “That 
will definitely get us right for conference games.”
Gaskins said the Bombers will face tough 
teams throughout the season and they will 
need to continue playing the way they did in 
their opener.
“We’re playing really, really good teams,” 
he said. “There’s no team that we can just go 
out and roll over this year. Every team we 
play in conference, out of conference, is more 
than capable of beating us if we don’t bring 
our A-game every day.”
Poised for out-of-conference play
From left, freshman eric Halejian tries to dribble past freshman Sean Rossi during practice last 
Thursday at Ben Light Gymnasium. The Bombers opened their season with a 108–93 win Monday.
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13-19  5-11  14-16  6   1   3    0    1
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1-1      0-0    0-0      0   0   1    1    0
2-7      2-7    4-4      3   3   2    1    0
1-3      1-3    0-0      2   0   1    0    1
4-5     1-2    0-0      3   1   0    1    1
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11-15 0-1 3-3  6   0   1    0    2
5-13   0-1 1-5  3   2   2    1    0
6-11   0-2 6-7  4   3   2    0    1
5-9     2-4 1-1  2   0   1    1    4
1-5     0-2 4-6  4   4   4    0    0
0-0     0-0 0-0  0   0   1    0    2
4-8     0-4 2-2  3   3   1    0    0
0-1     0-0 0-0  0   0   1    0    0
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0-2     0-0 0-0  0   0   0    0    0
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Look online 
for game stories 
from these sports: 
TODAY
• 7 p.m. Wrestling vs. Lycoming 
College in Ben Light Gymnasium
TOMORROW
• 8 p.m. Men’s basketball vs. Endicott 
College at Amherst College
SATURDAY
• 9 a.m. Wrestling at Cornell Invitational 
at Cornell University
• 11 a.m. Women’s cross country 
NCAA Championships at Baldwin-
Wallace College
• 1 p.m. Men’s swimming at  
Hamilton College
• 1 p.m. Women’s swimming at 
Hamilton College
• 3 p.m. Women’s basketball vs. Cortland 
at Kean University
• TBA. Men’s basketball vs. TBA at 
Amherst College
• TBA. Women’s soccer vs. Rowan 
University at sectional semifinal
SUNDAY
• Noon/2 p.m. Women’s basketball vs. 
Husson University or Kean at  
Kean University
TUeSDAY
• 6 p.m. Women’s basketball vs. SUNY-
Oneonta in Ben Light Gymnasium
• 8 p.m. Men’s basketball vs. SUNY-
Oneonta in Ben Light Gymnasium
Bold = Home game
Brian MccorMick/the ithacan
By Thomas EschEn 
Staff Writer
The clock had just struck midnight 
Saturday, and South Hill was still rock-
ing from the football team’s 23–20 victory 
over archrival SUNY-Cortland. But not 
every student was celebrating. A select 
few had something other than partying on 
their minds.
“My mind wasn’t on Cortaca this weekend 
— my mind was on Cornell,” senior Lindsay 
Brown said. 
As a member of the women’s basketball 
team, Brown was one of 15 players who had to 
tune out the world around them and focus on 
getting rest last weekend. 
Sunday was the first time since 2007 that 
the Bombers faced their Division I East Hill 
foes, Cornell University, in a regular season 
game. The game opened Ithaca’s season. 
Normally, one out-of-conference game does 
not outweigh any other game over the course 
of the year. This game, though, may have set 
the tone for the Blue and Gold for the rest of 
the season.
Though the Bombers lost 81–54, the 
score did not tell the true story of how Itha-
ca performed in the game.
“It’s a challenge,” Head Coach Dan Ray-
mond said. “It’s what we want. Going into a 
game like that, it gives us an idea of who will 
compete and somehow get the job done.” 
Only down 12 points at halftime, and 
even eight at one point in the second half, the 
Bombers gave the Big Red a real challenge. 
“We did compete,” Brown said. “It definite-
ly wasn’t just an exhibition game. They had to 
work hard to win that game.”
Having depth at the Division I level did 
play a factor in the game. Cornell gave the 
Bombers a look at something they will need 
to get familiar with throughout the regular 
season — size.  
Starting athletes at 6 feet 4 inches and 
6 feet 1 inch, the Big Red dwarfed Ithaca’s 
four-guard starting lineup, forcing a 5-foot-
9-inch Jordan Confessore to check Cornell’s 
center, sophomore Christine Vlasic. She is 
the Big Red’s tallest player, checking in at 6 
feet 4 inches. Because of matchups like that, 
the Bombers learned that solid team defense 
will be vital in keeping opposing offenses off 
the scoreboard.
“We were almost outsized at every po-
sition,” Confessore said. “I’m one of those 
players who is between all of the different 
positions. We looked at their scouting re-
port prior to the game, and help defense was 
really needed.” 
To stay away from the half-court game, 
which is harder to defend with a lack of 
size, the Blue and Gold are continuing 
their philosophy of pushing the ball up the 
court whenever possible. The four guards 
— Confessore, Brown, sophomore Jessica 
Farley and senior Katherine Bixby — help 
keep a fast-paced game. The athleticism of 
5-foot-10-inch junior Elissa Klie completes 
the starting lineup.
“We would like to play at a faster tempo,” 
Raymond said. “Coming into the season, the 
athletes all thought this is the kind of style we 
want to play.” 
From left, cornell University guard taylor Flynn defends senior guard Lindsay Brown during 
the Bombers’ season opener Sunday at newman arena at cornell. the Bombers lost 81–54.
nate BickeLL/the ithacan
Squad uses tough competition as fuel for season
ithaca college vs. cornell University - nov. 15
cornell 81, ithaca 54
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clare Fitzpatrick
christine Vlasic
Virginia McMunigal
allie Fedorowicz
Lauren Benson
kristina Danielak
taylor Flynn
Susie Doyle
allison abt
Spencer Lane
caitlin costello
alexandra Munson
Whitney hagan
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team
they said it
 
men’s soccer women’s soccer
field hockey volleyball
football
men’s cross country
golf
women’s cross country
Senior Michael Jordhamo
Jordhamo was named to the Empire 8  
all-conference first team for the second  
consecutive year and earned a spot on the 
Empire 8 all-star team for a third straight season.  
Jordhamo led the defense to five shutouts and 
tallied one goal and one assist on the offensive 
end. Jordhamo was selected to represent Ithaca 
on the Empire 8 Sportsman of the Year team.
Freshman Jenn Randall
Randall, who ran track exclusively in high school,  
exploded in her first year of cross country. She was 
the Bombers’ top finisher in every race this fall and 
named Empire 8 Runner of the Week eight times 
— tying the college and conference record. Having 
won three races this season, Randall is primed to 
set the record when she competes at the NCAA 
Championships this weekend.
Junior Mia Muzio
Muzio’s handwork provided the team with strong, 
consistent defensive play all season long. She 
started 16 of 17 games and made two defensive 
saves on goal. Muzio also gave the Bombers a lift on 
offense, scoring one goal and contributing two as-
sists to finish the season tied for sixth on the team in 
total points. She was honored by the Empire 8 and 
named second-team all-conference.
Senior Curt Bell
Bell finished as the Bombers’ leading runner in six of 
Ithaca’s 10 meets and six out of the seven meets he 
competed in. Bell was named Empire 8 Runner of the 
Week twice and received first-team all-Empire 8 runner 
recognition for a third straight year. He also received 
all-state honors following the New York State Collegiate 
Track Conference Championship and was named a first-
team all-NYSCTC runner for a second consecutive year.
Freshman Jackie Young
Young placed in the team’s top five in every  
competition this season. She also helped the team 
open its inaugural varsity season with a win,  
shooting a personal-best round of 89. Young was 
the Bombers’ top finisher at the Martin/Wallace  
Invitational hosted by SUNY-Cortland, where she 
shot a school record of 85, finishing the weekend 
with a two-round total of 176. 
Junior Dan Ruffrage
Ruffrage bounced back in 2009, after suffering a 
season-ending injury in 2008, to become the Bomb-
ers’  No. 2 receiver. He also played on special teams. 
He played in all 10 games for the Bombers, ranking 
second on the team in receptions (46) and receiving 
yards (626), while scoring three touchdowns. Ruffrage 
was a crucial player on special teams, averaging nearly 
15 yards per punt return and 18 yards per kick return.
Senior Amy Scheffer
Scheffer started all 21 games for the Bombers and 
led the team in goals (14), shots on goal (61) and 
tied for the lead in points with 31. Scheffer earned 
a spot on the ballot for All-American honors 
when she was named to the District I College Di-
vision All-Academic Team as a first-team choice 
at midfield. Scheffer was named co-MVP of 
the Empire 8 Tournament last Saturday.
women’s tennis
Senior Sarah Hollis
Hollis finished the season with an 11–4 singles record and 
went undefeated (14–0) in doubles competition with  
senior Devra Reiman. Hollis and Reiman won the Doubles 
B bracket at the Mary Hosking Invitational at William 
Smith College and the New York State Championship for 
Division III.  Hollis received Empire 8 Player of the Week 
honors, going 2–1 in singles competition and winning 
the doubles bracket at William Smith College.
Senior Corinna Doctor
Doctor has been an offensive catalyst for the Bombers 
throughout her four-year career and has played a 
large role in the Bombers’ continued success. Doctor 
finished her career by leading the team to an Eastern 
Collegiate Athletic Conference Championship title, on 
her way to receiving the tournament’s Most Outstand-
ing Player honor. Doctor broke Ithaca’s all-time career 
records for both assists and service aces this season.
I’ve always seen it on TV, and I’ve always wanted people to pour 
beer on me. It was as great as I thought it was. 
Twenty-year-old professional golfer Michelle Wie on winning her first LPGA Tour title Sunday.
With the fall season ending,  
The Ithacan’s sports staff picks 
the season’s best Bombers
photo finish
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Running toward a national title
Freshman Meghan Shanley, center, and senior Bridget Hastings, right center, run with the pack during the NCAA Atlantic Regional Championships on Saturday in Mount Morris, N.Y. The 
Blue and Gold placed fourth overall out of 33 teams at the meet and earned a team bid to the NCAA Championships on Saturday at Baldwin-Wallace College in Berea, Ohio.
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